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Abstract of lecture at the Joint Meeting of the Franklin Institute and
the Rittenhouse Astronomical Society on April 1, 1959.

"The Youngest and the Oldest stars in our Galaxy"
During the last fifteen years problems of the correlation of age, chemical
composition and space distribution of the stars have been investigated by a
number of astronomers.

The oldest stars in our galaxy belong to Baade' s population n. It is
now generally agreed that these stars di:ffer very markedly from the young stars
and those of intermediate age, with respect to chemical composition, space
distribution and velocity distribution. Their relative metal content is very
low. The distribution in space is such that they form a system extending into
the so cal.J.ed galactic halo, which is much less flattened than the space occupied
by the stars of intermediate age and the young stars. Finally, the space velocities
are on the average much higher than for the youngest stars in the galaxy.
The investigations also tend to indicate that there is a gradual transition
with respect to the properties just mentioned from the oldest to the youngest stars.
Thus the ratio of the total content of heavy elements to that of hydrogen in a
star is very much smaller for the oldest stars than for the youngest, however there
are strong indications that the whole range o:f chemical compositions intermediate
between the extremes is represented among the stars of the galaxy. Does this mean
that the chemical composition of a star is strictly a :function of its age-or what
amounts to the same thing, of its epoch of formation - or do other factors enter?
This and other similar questions can now be formulated and are being actively studied.
In today's lecture I would like in particular to discuss certain results
concerning the ages,
chemical compositions and space motions of the youngest
stars. The results in questions have been obtained in recent years through the
use of a new observational technique-photoelectric narrow-band photometry - and
its combination with theoretical calculations. Furthermore, I wish to describe
some results obtained in a newly begun survey of the unevolved part of the population of the oldest stars in our galaxy; and to discuss very briefly plans for
further expl.oration of these stars. Finall.y I would like to summarize the results
and their bea.r:l.Ig on the problems of the developnent of our galaxy.

The very youngest stars in our galaxy are those found in stellar associations
containing highly luminous stars. The luminous stars in question evolve rapidly
because they exhaust their supply o:f nuclear energy very quickly, and it has been
estimated that their ages are of the order of
5 - 10 million years, in some cases
perhaps even smal.ler. Since it can be assumed that the stars of a stellar association
were formed at nearly the same time, it follows that all the member stars, not only
the most luminous among them, are very young stars.
The stellar associations are concentrated to the spiral arms of our galaxy
where the density of interstellar matter is highest and conditions favorable for
star formation. As a stell.ar association grows older it will gradually dissolve
as a consequence of the space motions of its member stars, and it will also gradually
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lose its most massive and luminous stars as a consequence of their evolution. The
rema:t n1 ng stars will spread out in space beyond the spiral arm regions. The birth
of stars in associations in spiral arms, and the gradual spreading out of the stars
over the entire galactic disc is a process that has presumably been going on for
billions of years. The association stars become field stars in a more uniformly
distributed galactic population.
We can now ask the question, Is it possible through investigations of present
day field stars to trace their develoJ;lllent out of spiral arms in which they were
formed hundreds of ....illions or even billions of years ago?
Astronomers are today very f'ar from being in the possessions of a complete
solution of the problem posed. However, important progress is being made, and
certain results already obtained give considerable promise for the future. I would
now like to explain how photoelectric narrow-band photometry can contribute in this
field.
The properties of a star are known to be functions of two basic parameters:
the mass and the age of' the star. In particular, the color and the luminosity of a
star are functions of its mass and age. This connection is the basis of a method for
dete:rmin:f qg stellar ages: According to observations the stars are plotted in a
color-luminosity diagram. In the connection between position in the color-luminosity
diagram can be connected 'With the age, i.e. if the diagram can be calibrated in terms
of age, then stellar ages can be determined. In recent years great progress has been
made toward this goal through the ef:f'orts of a number of astronomers, both observational
e.nd theoretical.
For stars that occur together in associations or clusters it is now generally
possible to obtain reliable color-magnitude diagrams, and from these the ages of the
associations and cluster in question can be found. However, for the field stars which
are in the focus of our interest, the direct approach fails. In general, the luminosities
cannot be determined with sufficient accuracy here. This is where the method of
photoelectric narrow-band photometry comes in.
The method is but a further develoJ;lllent of the wellknown spectro-photographic
methods of detenninating luminosities and spectral types, particularly Lindblad's
methods based on low-dispersion spectra. The intensities in suitably selected wavelength bands varying in width from l5A to about lOOA are measured photoelectrically
with high accuracy, and the measures are then combined to certain classification
ind.ices that characterise the strength of selected spectral features, for instance
the ~ absorption line or the cyanogen band in the violet. On the basis of the
measured indices the luminosity ..md the intrinsic color (i .e. the color una.:f':t'ected
by interstellar reddening) can be determined with considerable accuracy, and the mass
and the age can also be found. The distance of the star can be evaJ.uated with good
accuracy, and in combination with proper motion and radial velocity give the space
motion according to a standard procedure.
I would now like to explain somewhat more in detail how photoelectric narrow-band
photometry leads to ages and space motions for four different categories of young stars :
1. The BB - B9 stars, age up to 100 million years. 2. A2 - A5 stars, age up to 500
million years. 3. Fo - F5 stars, age up to 1000 million years. 4. Young G8 - K2
giants. ( In the lecture the exposition will be based on slides.)
Photoelectric narrow-band photometry has been developed beyond the framework
of two-dimensional classification to yield a parameter which characterizes the
ratio of heavy elements to hydrogen. (This will also be explained with the help of
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- 3 slides). Thus for the field stars of the categories mentioned determinati ons of
the age, space velocity and a quantity important in the characterization of chemical
composition can be carried out.
It is immediately clear ho-w such observational results can be utilized in
our attempts to trace paths of the present field stars back to their regions of
birth in the spiral arms, and to find out about the properties of the spiral
arms in previous time.
We shall consider in particular two applications. 1. I f we subdivide the
stars in the solar neighborhood into groups accorc1.1Dg to their age, and examine
the space velocity distributions for the different groups, then we note characteristic
differences that are tentatively interpreted in terms of origin in different spiral
regions. 2. The Fo - F5 stars prove to be particularly suited for a study of the
factors that influence the chemical composition of a star at its birth. The results
obtained contribute to the clarification of the question of the variation of chemical
composition from star to star among a group of stars of the same age. (These two
applications will be further discussed with the help of slides.)
The group that we have referred to as the youngest stars of our galaxy can
<?onveniently be defined as contain:tng the stars younger than about 1 billion years.
For stars much older than 1 billion years it becomes very difficult to trace the
path from the present location to the place of formation of the star. It is also
important in this connection that big features of our galaxy - its degree of
flattening, the average chemical composition,and state of motion of its interstellar
matter - have presumably changed little during the last billion years. Therefore the
stars of the group thus defined were formed under similar general conditions. They
are part of Baa.de's population I.
I would now like to describe briefly some recent investigations concerning the
oldest stars in our galaxy. I have already referred to the fact that these
stars in comparison with the young stars have a very low heavy element content,
great average distances from the galactic plane and high space velocities. The stars
in globular clusters such as Messier 3 are typical representatives of this group of
stars.
Stars belonging to the category of the oldest stars also occur as field stars
the solar neigborhood. This has become clear through the work of Oort, Adams
and Joy, Morgan, Kuiper, Miss Raman, and that of Zwicky and Humason, and of Haro
and his collaborators. The RR Izyrae stars and the blue Zwicky- Humason stars in
high galactic latitude are of this kind, and represent a late stage of evolution
of the category of oldest stars. On the other hand we find in this class subdwarfs
of spectral types F, G and K which in spite of their great age have not changed very
much by evolution. Clearly this latter kind of star is or particular importance,
since systematic study of it should lead to results concerning the earliest stages
of development of our galaxy. The last part of the talk will be devoted to these stars.
in

First we would like to have an inventory of this kind of star, at least
representative samples. Although there are probably more than a billion such
stars present in our galaxy, the number of field stars known at this time is less
than loo. Most of the known stars were picked up among stars brighter than 9.
magnitude as stars of unusually high velocity. Miss Raman contributed greatly to
our knowledge of the group when she studied spectra and carried out broad-band UBV
photometry for the known W.gh-velocity stars. In particular she showed that the
F- and G-type subdwarfs radiate strongly in the ultraviolet in comparison with
yoi.mg field stars.
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- 4 This latter phenomenon has found its interpretation in tems of the low heavyelement content of the oldest stars. In the younger F and G stars the heavy-element
absorption lines are strong and numerous in the ultraviolet, and the intensity here
is considerably reduced. In the oldest star this reduction is much less pronounced.
The ultraviolet-excess of the subdwa.rf F and G :members of the population of
oldest stars has proved to be a cha.re.cteristic property according to which these
objects can be picked up in surveys extend1 ng to very faint stars. In collaboration
with colleagues at the Bergedorf, Copenhagen and Dyer Observatories, I have recently
carried out a search for F and G star subdwarfs in an area of 18 square degrees in
high galactic latitude down to the 15. magnitude. First, photographic photometry in
the ultraviolet and the green was obtained for all stars in the area brighter than
the llmiting magnitude mentioned, about 4oo0. Next, the stars of high ultraviolet
intensity according to the photographic photometry were :further examined through UBV
photoelectric photometry. A number of ultraviolet-excess F and G type subdwa.rfs
were found in this "W'8:3• The work on this area is not yet canpleted, but the results
obtained so far indicate that there are about two stars of the category in question
per square degree. It is the intention to extend the work to a much larger area,
and also to search a few small.er areas down to much fainter limits. The ultimate aim
is to get reliable estimates of l. the total number of these stars in our galaxy,
2. the d1stribut1• f'unction of the ultraViolet excesses, and 3. the correlation
"
between ultraviolet <..::cess and average distances fl'om the galactic plane.
Through theoretical calculations utilizing the methods of stellar atm::>sphere
analysis it is possible to connect ultraviolet excess with chemical composition,
in particular the heavy-element content. The distribution f\mction of the latter
quantity and its correlation with average distances f'rom the galactic plane, and
possibly with age, can be derived.

It was suggested by Hoyle and Izyttleton that heavy elements are f ormed in
stars and dissipated into interstellar space, and that this is the reason why the
oldest stars have a much lower heavy-element content than those formed out of
interstellar matter in :more recent times. This general idea has been investigated
more in detail by Schwar,tzschild and Spitzer, and more recently by Schmidt, Sal.peter
and others. It is clear that observational data such as those described will be
of value in the testing and :further developnent of this picture. In particular,
k:noYledge of the distribution f\mction of the heavy-element content for unevolved
stars will make it possible to draw conclusions regarding the distribution function
of masses fomed during the early phase of developnent of the galaxy as compared to
the present phase.
Whenever we can detemine the age, the space motion and the chemical composition
of a star we obtain a piece of information pertaining to the developnent of our
galaxy, because we can then state that at such time, and such location in the galaxy,
a star was formed out of interstellar matter of !mown composition. Ultimately
astronomers may in this way be able to put together rather a canplete picture of
the history of the galaxy. It is likely that :further research during the next few
years on the youngest and the oldest stars of our galaxy will contribute toward the
goal. .
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An Introduction to Astrophysics
Notes of a Lecture Series by Professor Bengt Str6mgren
The Institute of Advanced study, Fall 195?.
Notes taken by Jeremy Bernstein
Lecture L
Our Galaxy
We shall begin this series of lectures by making some
about the nature of our galaxy.

quali~ative

remarks

These will help to present the fundamental

questions and the relevant orders of magnitude.

We turn first to the structure

of the galaxy.

Paragraph 1 .

Structure o

The basic geometric structure of the galaxy is that of a disc.

The

larges~

diameter is of the order of 30000 pc (1.) and the central thickness is abou~
3000 pc.

diagram

\/1ew

F"'"•"""'
l'-l<

c;,~

i

e
d

•'><:

If we choose an axis

the galactic plane and through the center

of the galaxy then with respect to this axis there is approximate rotational
symmetry.

It has been found that the most luminous stars as well as interstellar

matter tend toward a marked concentration on spiral arms in or near the
plane.

The thickness of these anns is about 500 pc.

traced through more than a quadrant.

galacti~

Three such arms have been

The distance between arms is about 1500 to 2000 pco

(1.) At the erd of each lecture the reader will find a glossary of tenr.s used in the
lecture which are very likely unfamiliar to the non-specialist and to which we
shall make frequent reference.
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The spiral arms trail with respect to the galactic rotation.

In the figure above

we have shown the so-called Halo of the galaxy which is approximately spherical and
concentric with the disc.

The star density is much lower in the halo than in the

disc.

Paragraph 2 .

Kinematics

The galaxy as a whole rotates.

The majority of disc stars move around the

center of the galaxy in nearly circular orbits of small inclination to t he
galactic plane . At the distance of the sun from t he center (8000 pc ) t he speed
of rotation is about 200 'km/sec.
the center.

It decreases with increasing distance from

With decreasing central distance there is first an increase in t he

speed of rotation, then a decrease, the maximum being at a 6000 pc di stance
from the center .

The average random velocity relative to a point moving with

circular velocity is, very roughly, 50 km/sec.
rotation.

The halo stars show no marked

Their average velocities are very roughly 200 km/sec o

Paragraph 3.

Stellar content.

Samples:
Below we give a listing of the sampling categories used in determining
distributions of stellar properties:
a . ) In the first sampling group we consider the stars within 5pco

50 such known.

There are about

The sample is nearly complete for stars brighter than L = OoOOl

sun's luminosity

Clt)l (see below).

X the

For these stars the distances are known with

better than 10 per cent accuracy from the detennination of trigonometric parallaxes .
b.) In the second group we take all stars within 10 pc .
such stars known.

There are about 200

The sample is less complete, but is reasonable complete for

stars brighter than 1-_

l(J

= 0.01.
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J.
c.)

In the last group we consider stars within 30 pc.

stars known.

There are about 2,000

This is presumably less than one quarter of all stars present,

but for stars brighter than 1_'1 0.1 the list is reasonably complete.

For

l.o

distances out to JO pc. (but not much beyond) trigonometric parallax determines
the distances fairly well (the mean error of a good trigonometric parallax is
).

of the order of o".ol

The luminosities which are computed from the appa:r:er.t

intensities and the measured distances are therefore

fai~ly accu~ate

for star=

within 30 pc.
(It should be noted that sample b. is meant to i nclude a.,and c is meant to
include them both.)
We will now discuss the luminosity distribution from samples a, b and c :
There is an approximate expression for the number of stars per pc3
a luminosity between L

.,.. d l

and l

¥ ( L)
\j)( L)

rv

L-l

fV

L-

~(L)

In fact

rov

L

Lo
L

I.')..

Fov

L0

JL

havir.g
\.S

giver. by

')A
l ).

The luminosity distributior is fairly well determined for ion ) lL O) 0 .001
samples a.b.c.

For 1._

100 ever· sample c contains too few stars.

L©

(

0.001

lQ

the lack of completeness of sample a is signif'icant.
k_ -, 100
L«>

When 1._

the results

For very luminous stars

obtained from samples a,b , and c are supplemented

by the statistics of stars out to several hundred parsecs.

Because the stars in

question are luminou5, they a.pear relatively bright even when they are a few
hundred parsecs away.

Hence it is not necessary to go much beyond the naked eye

limit of apparent magnitude
luminous stars.
1.

6trl

for this supplementary investigation of very

However, the p1oblem is complicated in two respects:

The method of trigonometric parallax fails, and one must rely on average

parallaxes derived fran the comparison of proper motions and radial velocities, and
luminosities derived from the analysis of stellar spectra.
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4.

2.

The star density is no longer uniform within the volume investigated o There

are appreciable variations with distance from the galactic plane, and variations
from regions inside to regions outside the spiral arms.

However, reasonably accurate

luminosity distributions can be derived for regions i n the
separately inside and outside the spiral arms.
i~

which the two samples

magnitude

6"'

~alactic

plane and

However, there is another respect

(stars within JO pc. and stars brighter than apparent

are not quite adequate (population II, se below)o

Next we turn to t he question of

The spectrum

stellar-classifica~ion o

fmitted by a star (a continuous spectrum traversed by a large number of absorption
lines) is a function of:
1.

Two physical parameters which describe the influence of the star as a whole

upon the directly visible atmospheric fringe; namely the net flow of energy F per
unit area and unit time outward through the atmosphere)and the gravitational
acceleration g toward the center of the star.
2.

The chemical parameters , namely the relative abundances of the elements .

If the spectra of large numbers of stars (10,000 - 100,000, say) are carefully
examined it is found that they can be divided into relatively few groups(of the
order of 200 such groups) such that the spectra of the stars withir one group look
practically identical. The variety does not at all correspond to what one might
expect if the chemical parameters varied widely.

This observational fact suggests

great regularity, if not complete uniformity, with regard to the chemical composition
of stellar atmosphere.

Quantitative analysis based on observed stellar absorption

line strengths has largely confirmed this conclusion.
It has been found that the great majority of stars for which spectra have beer
obtained can be classified in a two-dimensional system.

As the -two parameters we can

choose the net flux F ar.d the gravitational acceleration g.

However , it is customary

to consider, instead of F. an equivalert quantity called the effective
Te
ergs x

and defined through the black body radiation law F :

c~

x time -l x Temp-

4

(in

dea--

Kelvin) .

(j

Te

4 where

te~ptraturc

~:

5. 67

From the definition it follows

1o

-S
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that , if the radius of the star is R, the total energy radiated into space
per unit time , L, is given by L

= 4n

R2 ~ Te4 •

L is usually called the luminosi ty.

L

for t he sun is denoted by lQ and is equal to 4 x lo l1.e") uc.-I• As a b ove (i n our
2
Since g :: G?•:/R

discussion of stellar samples) L is usually measured in terms of Le.
wher e Mis the mass of the star, it follows that g ,...,, wre4 /L.

According t.o

t his relation i f the mass were a single valued function of g and Te (see belQT,;) the
same would be true of L.

This would suggest that the effective temperature 'le and.

the luminosity L may be taken as the two parameters in our two dimensional
classification scheme.

This is usually done and is found adequate.

For a relatively small number of stars (10- 20) the value of F, and hence the
ef fective

tempera~ure

Te, is known (for e:xairple for the sun, certai!'l ecclipsir.g

binaries and some supergiant stars whose diameters hav..e been measured
ly).

ir.terferor::~tr:..ca:.

For a much larger number of stars the luminosity is krown with fair

~ccur~c~

from measured apparent intensities and distances determined by the method of
trigonometric parallaxes.
calibrate empirical

On

spe~tral

the basis of this material it has been possible to
classifications in terms of Te and Lv

(For the

most l uminous stars which are not represented in sample c distance infonnation
derived from proper motions ard radial velocities has been used for the calibration.)
The empirical classification system uses the spectral t lasses (O,B,A,F,0,K, and ¥.)
and the luminosity classes (

I,

'4 >

the most luminous stars, II •••

defined by typical stars (Subdivision of the spectral classes are

1: )

used ,~ . ,.

Bo,Bl, ••

Bl, ••• B9, AO , Al ••• ). The calibration gives Te and Lin terms of spectral class •
._,.The spectral class and Te are d osely correl ated.
The charges in the spectrum with L are much less conspicuous th3.n the charges
with Te (and correspondingly require spectra of higher dispersion for detection
and evalution).

The broad featur es of empirical stellar classification can therefor e
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be described ir. terms of the spectral class alone.

The 0 and B stars which

correspor.d to the highest Te (20,000 - 50 1 000) are characterized by the presence
The A and F stars (Te,.._ 10,00~) exhibit

of helium absorption lir.es in the spectrum.

very st.rong Balmer lines that dominate the spectrum .

0

The G and K stars (Te N 5,000)

manifest a large number of metal lines, while the M stars (Te

«>

N

3,000) show strong

molecular bands.
The

Hertzso~.rng -Russ ell

diaeral"l -

In the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (H-R diagram)

a star is represented by a point with abscissa Te and ordinate L (usually on a
logarithmic scale) .

Since L

= 4n

4
R2 (J""Te

9

the radius of the star is a single

valued function of its location in the H-R diagram.

Because Te and the spectral

type are closely correlated, a spectral class-luminosity diagram is very

simil3.:.~

to the Te-luminosity diagram.

Stellar masses - For a relatively small number (20-30) of visual and spectroscopic
binaries the period and the seir..i- major axis of t.he absolute orbit of
1... ~o..,. ~'-.~

............. n~s

ea~h co~ponen+

~o \/)CL ~&l~v--./.,,.,<t~

is known with suffici"ent accuracy"¥"" The mass range is lo- 2 to lo+2

solar masses.

When these stars aPd the corresponding mass values are plotted on the H-R diagram, it
is round that the observational material is compatible with the assumption that
the mass is a well defined fur:ction of the location in the H-R diagram.

Lines of

constant mass can be draWT' through most of the diagram area where stars occur 9
and the corresponding mass can be estimated for any relevant point in the H-R diagraiT..
The mass increases with luminosity, but is r.1t a simple function of it.

Stellar rotational velocities. - I f a star has axial rotation, the absorptior
lines in the spectrum will be correspondingly broadened by the Doppler effect.
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Within the framework of the theory of stellar absorption lines it is possibl e t o
determine the amount of axial rotation from the observed profiles of the absorption
lines

The quantity obtained is the projection of the rotational velocity vect or

on the plane at right angles to the line of sight o The effect of the projection
shortening can be
of l00-200

allm~ed

for statisticallyo

km/sec.are common.

are at most a few kmo/sec.

For 0 and B stars rotational velocities

For G,K , and M stars the rotationa.l velocities

A and F stars are intermediateo

Distribution of Stars in the H-R diagram:
For the stars within 30 pc. (sample co) and for stars brighter than apparent
magnitude

6"""

, the effective temperature Te

the two dimensional spectral classificationo

can be determined from

The luminosity can also be found in

this way or from the apparent intensity and the distance derived from
the trigonometric parallax methodo

With proper reductions to equal sample volume ,

this material gives a fairly reliable detennir:atior of the stars in the H-R
diagram for a local sample of our galaxy.

The principal features of the

distribution are the following:
l u About 90 per cent of all stars (total star density being about Ool stars
per pc J

) belong to a so-called main sequence of stars , with points close

to a curve in the H-R diagram which

extends from the 0 stars with L = lo5 Lil

a poirt corresponding to the sun (spectral type G
lowest temperature H stars

w

rr"' L -

Io- 'i

L

<!)

~

L

= L"

through

) to the

For the part of the main

sequence which is below the point correspondirg to the sun, the scatter of points
is very small (when only stars with observations of high precision are used) the variations of L for equal effective temperatures being within limits t l O per cent
For the part above the sun the scatter is consider able , the total range in L for the
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same effective temperature being giver by a factor of about J-4.
The main sequence cf stars form to a good approximation a one parameter
series of stars: raditS, luminosity, effective temperature are unique functions
of the mass.

As the rr.ass increases, the radius, the luminosity and the effective

temperature all increaseo
2. About

5 per cent cf the stars are so called white dwarfs. They form a

sequence roughly parallel to the main sequence, but located below it in the H-R
diagram.

For equal effective temperature, the luminosity of the average white

dwarf is about 10 '-# times smaller than for a main sequence star.

The scatter of

luminosity around the white dwarf sequence is considerable, the range of L for
equal temperature being measured by a factor of over a hundred.

However, even the

most luminous white dwarfs are about 1000 times fainter than the main sequence
stars of the same temperature.
It follows that the radii of the white dwarfs are smal.1 compared to the
main sequence star.s,
earth.

R

.-J

o,oI

1(0

or on the average about the size of the

The few well-detennined masses of white dwarfs are in the range o, 1 - 1

indicating average densities ·,...,
v

,.....
.....,

o

C

~"'
d '-"""'.-)
,

J. About 0 o5 per cent of the stars are K giarts (effective temperature
with L about 4-0-200

W\

f'V

•

'-f. oou )

The radii are in the range 10-20 while the

masses are 2-4 solar masseso The radii of the K giants are much larger than for
main-sequence stars

of the same mass, or the same effective temperature.

4. About 0.5 per cent of the stars are so-called K subgiants, with Te
and

L "" I o L~

The r adii are around 5 Re ,

"-'t. ~s\cU

,._~e.

rv \ -

f'V

4000°,

I· S "'10

We shall discuss the relation of subgiants and giants later in connection with
the evolution of stars i n galactic clusters.
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5. Giants and subgiants intermediate between the K giants and the K subgiants
respectively and the main sequence

exist but they are scarce.

There is a pronourced

gap i r the H-R diagram between the main sequence and the K giants.

There is also a

gap between the main sequence and K subgiants but it is much less pronounced.

6. Stars of ve:-y high luminosity 10 4 -105L~xist for all spectral types everywhere above the main sequence giants and subgiants.
scarce .

However, they are extremely

They hardly occur outside the spiral arms, and there they form the order

of one millionth of all stars.

The radii are 10-1000 solar radii, and the masses

presumably in the rarge of 10-100 solar masses.
Although the supergiants are extremely scarce in samples where the stars
of all luminosities are represented by equal volumes , they are rather prominent
in samples selected according to apparent intersity.

Thus, among the 200 hundred

brightest stars in the sky, about ten percent are supergia.nts.

The same selection

effect has the consequence that the category of ma.in sequence K stars (red-low
luminosity stars), to which more than

50 per cent of all stars belong, does not

have a single represenl:.ative among the stars visible to the naked eye.

7. When the stars within 10 par sec (sample b . ) for which lumil'iosity and
effective temperature (or an equivalent quantity) had been determined with high
precision are plotted in the H-R diagram, it appears that there are a few
below the main sequence which form a separate sequence.

G-~

stars

They are about 3 ti.mes

less luminous than the main sequence stars of the same temperature.

All are below

the part of the main sequence where it is very well defined (cf. above).

Therefore,

they cannot be regarded as just the largest deviations in a continuous distribution.
Furthermore they stand out from normal main sequence stars by their very high space
velocities .

Their metal absorption lines are weaker than for a ma.in sequence star
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of the same effective temperature, and this cannot be explained as a consequence of
the lower luminosity, but indicates relatively lower heavy element cortent.
Sample b contains only

5

stars which can be assigned to this category with

certairvty(there are also three o -rfour doubtful cases).
to as subdwarfs.

The stars are referred

The subdwarfs presumably make up about 4 percent of all stars of

the local sample of our galaxy.

However, because of their high space velocities

they must populate a volume of space that extends much farther away from the
pla~e

galactic

than the corresponding main sequence star space.

Therefor th€

subdwarfs mav well represent 20 per cent or more of all stars in our galaxy.
Presumably they predominate in the galactic halo. Samples extending to a radius of
lOOpc. have been searched for more luminous subdwarfs.

A group of F stars (about

20 stars) has thus far been established, with the following properties: a.
On the average the stars fall below the main sequence ( by a factor of three in
luminosity) but the data are not accurate enough to establish this in il"'dividual
cases.

b: The spectra are strikingly different from those of the main sequence

stars indicating a low heavy element content (lower by a factor of 10-20) c: The
space velocities are high.

Clearly this is an extension to higher luminosity F

Stars of the subdwarf sequence found in the sample of stars within lOpc. ( the e>:pected
number of F type subdwarfs within 10 pc. is less than 1, according to the statistics
obtained

from the larger sample).

Population I and population II -

As we have just seen the main sequence stars and

the subdwarfs differ greatly with respect to chemical composition, space distribution
ar.d space velocity.
usually

call~

They belong to two different star categories which are

population I and population II.

Actually the names population I and population II were introduc,ed in
cor.r:ection with

investi~ations

of galaxies.

When the studies are extended beyord
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our nearest surroundings in the gala:xy, and to other galaxies, it is fourd that
differences corresponding to differences between ordinary mair: sequence stars
(porulation I) and subdwarfs (population II) exist amor.g stars of high lurnir.osity.
The stars in question are very reuch smaller in number than the low-lumirosity mainsequence stars and subdwarf s that were just considered, but they are very important
since representative stars can be observed in distart parts of our galaxy and in other
galaxies. The most important are the following (most of the categories of population
I have already been mentioned):
Sta~s

of high lumirosity

Population I

Population II

4

lfain sequence O-B3 stars L = 10 - lo-5
4
Supergiants B-:t-: L = 10 - 106 ~
6 - Cephei stars L

= 103

1.0

RR Lyrae stars L

r>J

10

2

- 14)

The brightest stars in most

4 Ui>

globular

- 10

clusters,~

K stars with L

The brightest stars in many galactic clusters

The high luminosity population I stars have

s~all

rao1

1031-(o

average distances from the

galactic plane and are almost exclusively found in the spiral arms.

The scatter

of their velocities around the velocity vector of the galactic circular rotatior is
very small.

6
(

r-J 10

We shall
8

- 10

present~y

years).

discuss the fact that these stars are all very young
They have formed out of interstellar matter in the

spiral arms and have not yet had time to spread out irto the space between the arms.
The great majority of population I stars are ordinary mair sequence stars of
low lumirosity.

They are or the average much older (average age ,.......

have spread out over the entire space of the galactic disc.
(chemical

3x109 years) and

In other respects

composition) they are akir to the high-luminosity population I stars.

Population II stars are all old stars (age

r"'

6xio9 - 1010 years) , even the
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brightest among them.

They have larger average distances from the galactic plane

and thus populate both the galactic disc and the galactic halo.

They do not

participate much in the galactic rotation and have high random space velocities.
Stars with properties intermediate between those of population I and population
II exist.

There may, or may not be a continuous transition between population I and

population II stars.
Galactic structure and kinematics as a function of position in the H-R diagram.
It is clear from what has been mentioned that the distribution of

stars in space

should be determined not orly separately for population I ard population II stars,
but, in that it is possible, individually for stars in various regions of the H-R
diagram.
The same corsideration applies to studies of the space velocities
where a subdivision of the stars according to location in the H-R diagram is

essential.

Space velocities relative to the sun are determined by combiring proper motior
( angular motion per year), distance, and radial velocity (determinable

from the

Doppler effect in absorption liPes to an accuracy of a~km/sec. or better).
Complete data are generally available only for stars ir the neighborhood of the sun,
but the samples go somewhat beyond sample c and the naked eye stars
connection with the H-R diagram.

The space velocities can be

certroid of circular galactic rotation, or to the center of
circular galactic rotation velocity being known.

considered in

reduced to the local
the galaxy; the

Complete data are available

for several thousand stars, ard partial data for about 200,000 stars.

Thus

statistical studies of the velocity is subdivided according to location in
H-R diagram.

the

The dispersions of space velocity in the direction of the galactic

center, the directior 90° from the galactic center in the galactic
the direction perpendicular to the galactic plane have been

plane, and in

determined.

This has
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been done separately for about a dozen subgroups of stars in various parts of the
H-R diagram .
Interpretation of stellar distribution in the H-R diagram.
general consideration s one expects the

struc~ure

According to quite

of a star, its luminosity radius

and emitted spectrum to be a function of the following parameters :
l o The mass. 2 s the initial chemical compositi on , and J , the age .

Further parameters

that might be of importance are the total angular momentum and possibly the total
magnetic er.ergy contaired in the star.
A considerable

par~

of our discussion will be corcerned with the problem of

connectirg the parameters mass, initial chemical composition ard age

on the one

hand , with location in the H- R diagram or. the other.
Variable stars , novae, supernovae . - Brief mention will now be made of certain
special categories of stars that play a n importart r ol e in discussion of stellar
evolutior.
Of the several classes of variable stars we shall mentior only four :
the rt._q Lyrae stars , the
(~ira

0 -

Cephei stars , the red lorg-period variables

stars) , and the T Tauri stars.

The RR lyrae stars show periodic very regular light variations with periods ir.
the range from o.1- 1 days.
lumir osity.

The maxi.mum lumir.osity is about J times

These stars are of spectral class A and luminosi ty

the minimum
f'\J

100

L(!)

According to their space distributions and space vel ocities they are population I I
stars.
The

o-

Cephei stars also show periodi c , very regular light variations, however

the periods are in the range from somewhat over one day to about 4o days . while
the amplitudes are similar to those of the RR Lyrae stars .
luminosity are functiors of the period .

Short period

o -

Spect ral class and
Cephei stars are in
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spectral class F and have a luminosity of,... 4oO L~
belo~g

Long period o.Cephei stars

to spectral class K and have luminosity ,... 30,000 L
0

.They are population

I stars with small average distance from the galactic plane, and small random
space velocities relative to the local galactic rotatior.
The variability of RR Lyrae stars and o.Cephei stars car be interpreted
in terms of a theory of periodic radial pulsation, the radius varying about 20
per cert during a period.
The red long period variables show periodic light variatiors which are
much less regular than those of the RR Lyrae stars and the o.Cephei stars.
The periods are in the range 4o-600 days.

The amplitudes in energy output

(luminosity) are similar to what is found for RR l\Yrae ard O..Cephei stars,
~he

however

amplitudes in visual light are considerably larger.

type is :r-: ard the luminosity is about 5000

L~.

The spectral

With respect to space distribution

and space velocity the red long-period variables are irtermediate between R'1-yrae
stars and o - Cephei stars, however closer to the former so that they are usually
classed as populatior• II.
The T Tauri stars are irregular variables that show emision lines in their
spectra.

The spectral types are F1G1 or K.

The luminosities are much smaller than

for giants, but larger than the mair sequence luminosity corresponding to the
spectral type.

The T Tauri stars are much more numerous per urit volume than

the other classes of variables.

They are population I objects, gererally concertrated

in regions where the de sity of inter stellar matter is high.
are considered to be very
in

~he

your~

As we shall see, they

stars of relatively srrall mass which are still

cortraction stage that precedes the stare where nuclear energy is released

in the interior of the star.
The rovae are characterized by outbursts durirg which the lwnirosity ircreases
by a factor of 100-10,000, the violent phase of the outburst, lastirg about 10-100
days.

At rr axirr urn

L

N

IO

5

L

(!)

After 10-20 years the novae return
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1.5
to a lumir_osity nearly equal to that before the outburst.
the mass-loss is
rv10

44

ergs.

lo-6

rv

During an outburst

solar masses and the total energy loss is

About 100 nova outbursts occur per year in our galaxy.

Be.fore

and after the outburst the stars in question are presumably 0 stars with L ,... 1-100
i.e •• , well below the main sequence, but above the white dwarf
region.

These outbursts are probably recurring phenomera, with perhaps many

thousands of occurences at intervals of 104 - 106
The superrovae during their outbursts reach L

years.
rv

total energy radiated during a supernova outburst is
the mass loss is probably

108 - 109 L© •
f>,j

The

1048 - 1049

,.... 1 M0 • The .frequency is of the order of

ergs ard
1 in a

hundred years in our galaxy.
Double and multiple stars.

About J0,000 stars are k1'own to be double or multiple.

However, surveys of the nearest stars, for which the changes of discovery of
duplicity are good , show that the number of double or multiple systems is of the
same order as the Pumber of single stars.
Globular clusters, Galactic clusters,
f""J

Associations. Globular clusters corsist of

10.5 stars, contained in a roughly spherical volume with a diameter

f\J

JO pc.,

so that the star density is~103'~ times higher than in normal region in the
solar neighborhood.

About 100 globular c-11.usters are lmown.

They are largely

fourd in the galactic halo, and the stars belor.g to populatior II.

The space

velocities of globular clusters are characteristic o.f population II.
Galactic clusters corsist of 20 - 104
about .5 pc in diameter.
galactic clusters.

stars contained in a volume of space

The Pleiades ard the Hyades are well lmoWP examples of

About .500 galactic clusters are known.

The stars belong to

population I (see above).
Associations are clusterings of 0 ard B stars.

They do rot stand out through
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high star density when stars of all types are considered , but if 0 ard B stars
orly

~re

plotted, they star:d out very clearly.

T auri stars are krown to be preser t.

I n some associations A stars and T

About 30 associations are known.

The

established membership varies from less than ten to many hundred stars.
Globular clusters, galactic clusters ar.d associations are key objects in the
study of stellar evolutioP.

We shall have occasion to discuss their properties

and in particular the distribut ion of the member stars in the H-R diagram.

Some r umerical values and definitions.

Supplementary remarks.

1 pc = 206, 265 astrononn.cal units (mean distance earth-sun) = 3x 1018 cm
years.

6

1 pc/ 10 years

I"'

= 3.26 light

1 krn./sec.

Apparent magnitude m=const. - 2.5 log ._I (I= intensity). The constant is chosen
in such a way that stars at the limit of raked- eye visibility are of magnitude 6m.
The absolute magnitude l-': , is defir ed as the apparer t magnitude that would be
observed i f the star were placed at a distance of 10 pc.
is r , then M=
holds.

m + 5 - 5 log

10

(~)

If there is interstellar

•

I f the actual distarce

assuming that the inverse square law of intensities

absorptior ir the light path to the star, ther a

corresponding correctior has to be applied.
l-':ass of the sun = 2.0 x io33 g.
Radius of the sun = 7 x lolO cm.
Lumir osity of the sun 4 x 10 33 erg /sec.
Distance of the sun from the certer of the gal axy ,..., aooo pc.
Galactic rotation , circular velocity at the distance of the sun from the cePter ,.....,
200 krn./sec.

Corresponding period of 1 revolution

acceleration 2xlo- 8

t~sec2.

N

2x1C I

years~ corresponding
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Total mass of galactic system
The sample of

~he

rJ

2 x lOtf

solar masses.

rearest stars contains many fairt stars, for

there are several of apparent magnitude 14m

irstance,

ir sample b. (stars within 10 pco).

The work involved in measuring trigor.ometric parallaxes for all stars down to 14J'l
ir order to find those with distaLces less than 10 pc. would be quite prohibitive.
The procedure used to fir.d these stars is the following: nearly all stars
nearer than 10 pc. will have proper motions larger than

0". 2 per year (only the

stars with tangential velo~ities less thar 10 lml/sec. may not).
with

pro~(r

motions larger thar 0" o2

per year car be

Stars

picked out with relative

ease by comparison of pairs of celestial photographs taker, say , 20 years apart;
This has been done for stars dowr to magnitude 14m - 15m for most of the sky
(to fairter stars for certain areas).

The stars with proper motion larger than

0 11 .2 are only a very small fraction of all stars
further investigated and

~heir

brighter thar 14m • These can be

distances fourd to detennine whether or not they

belor g to the sample in questior.
This may be further illustrated by the followirg example.
millior stars brighter than lJm.

There are about 10

I r vestigatior s ~~stars with large proper motions

dowr to 13m yielded 5 populatiot: II subdwarfs.

If the result is projected from the

neighborhood to the whole gala.J<y, takirg irto account the halo character of the populatio
II subdwarfs (see above), then it is estimated that our galaxy cortains of the
order of 1010 - 1011 population II subdwarfs.
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Properties of main sequence stars

Average
rot . VAl o
Te
C)

L/L0

Rf%

};/1-10

Average ~*tvel.
rel. to local certroid

Average
distance
from gal. plare

c

4o 000

lo.5

6

JO

200 km/sec.

EC

JO 000

io4

4

15

200

10 km/sec

JO pc.

AO

12 000

4o

1.5

2. 5

100

20

100

FO

8 000

10

1.2

1.8

50

25

20Q_

GO

6 000

1

1

1

0

JO

JOO

KO

4 500

0.2

0.7

0.6

0

45

500

}~0

J 500

0.02

0.5

0.5

0

60

800

---"
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The Composition of Stars and their Ages
By Bengt Strlmigren
The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N.J.

The Halley Lecture for 1958, delivered at Oxford on May 27

Mr. Vice-Chancellor, Ladies and Gentlemen:Twenty-five years ago Benry Norris Russell delivered the Balley lecture on
"The Composition of the Stars" o Russell described his investigations of the
chemical composition of the atmospheres of the sun and the stars through quantitative
spectral analysis .
The methcxis for determining relative abundances of the elements from the
strengths of their spectral lines have been further developed and made more precise
since Russell. carried out his pioneer work in the field.

Through the efforts of

a number of astrophysicists detai1ed information on the chemical composition of the
atmospheres of the sun and several bright stars has been obtained .
In the investigations in question the strengths of large m:unbers of absorption
lines in stellar spectra were determined through photographic photometry of highdispersion spectra, and the line strengths were then evaluated and converted into
relative abundances on the basis of theoretical calculations of the physical
properties of model stellar atmospheres.
What I wish to talk about today are investigations on the composition of stars
which L"'l one sense are much more limited in

scope than those just referred to.

They aim at the determination of certain broad features of chemical canposition,
such as the relative abundances of hydrogen, helium and the group referred to as the
heavy elements (which consists of all the other elements).

Through this limitation of

scope it becomes possible to investigate large numbers of stars, and to extend the
investigations to very faint and relatively distant stars.
More specifically, I am going to discuss metbcxis of photoelectric narrow-band
photometry and their application to problems concerning the composition of stars and
their ages.
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- 2 In his lecture Russell err.phasized the fact that stellar spectra are ren:arkably
similar ipter se. The variety is much less than it would be if the relative abundances
of many elements varied appreciably from star to star.

This observed uniformity

suggests that the problems of the interpretation of stellar spectra may be tackled
successfully, in a first approximation, on the assumption of uniform chemical
composition of the stars.

As the analysis progresses deviations from this simple

picture, if they exist, will become apparent.
Consider a group of stars of the same initial chemical composition

(c~~position

at formation ) .The stars may then differ in two respects , namely in mass and in age.
A star of a given mass will go through a sequence of stages of evolution.

In other

words, the radius, the luminosity, and the emitted spectrum of the star will be
functions of the age of t he star.

For a star of different mass the course of evolution

will b e different, so that the properties of a star,including its spectrurr.,will depend
upon its mass and its age .
Theoretical investigations of the internal constitution of stars and of stellar
evolution carried out by a number of astrophysicists during the last few decades have
shown that the normal course of evolution of a star is as follows.

Af'ter a relatively

brief period of c ontraction t he star reaches a stage where thermonuclear processes in
the

c~ntral

region generate an air.cunt of energy that balances the energy radiated by

the star into space.

When the star' s store of nuclear energy has been exhausted it

will relatively quickly go through a phase of evolution, characterized on the whole
by contraction, and for the more massive stars by loss of w.ass into the surrounding
space.

Finally part of the stellar mass may form a white dwarf, or if the mass of

the star is below the Chandraselr..har limit, all of it w.ay go into a white dwarf .
We shall be concerned here mainly with the phase of evolution where the
thermonuclear energy generation equals the luminosity.

During this phase there

i~

a

continuous change of the properties of the star which is caused by the gradual exhaustion of the star ' s nuclear fuel.

A detailed analysis of the process in question
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- J has been carried out in recent years throueh the combination of observational work
on the properties of stars in galactic clusters and associations and extensive
theoretical calculations on stellar evolution.

~uite

briefly , a galactic cluster

or association gives a picture of the properties of a number
in rrA-ss but which are all of the same age.

of stars that differ

Some clusters and associations are very

young, and from these it is learned what the properties of stars are when
they have just reached the phase when thermonuclear processes supply the radiation
of the star and only very little of the nuclear fuel has been used up (age-zero

stars) .

other clusters and associations are older and show the effect of the gradual
exhaustion of hydrogen through its transrr.utation into helium.

They can be arranged

according to their ages, and when the cluster and association material is put together
in this fashion a good picture of the dependence of the properties
the two parareeters, mass and age, emerges (cf.
Johnson (1) and A.R. Sandage

(2:)

)f a star upon

e.g . recent expositions by H.L.

:-.'hen the discussion is limited to population I

clusters and associations the observed facts can be well accounted for on the basis
of the

assumpt~on

that the stars all have the same initial composition.

The stars in

question differ widely with respect to luminosity, radius and surface temperature,
and the appearance of the absorption line spectrum varies ereatly from star to star,
however in the main the differences can all ce interpreted in terms of differences
in the two basic parameters, mass and age.
We now ask the question, Is it possible to devise accurate and convenient methods
for the deternination of mass and age of a star
spectrum emitted b;: "" the star.
in general where we do

no~

.i

rom observed properties of the

We desire methods that can be used for stars

have the additional information available in the case

of cluster and association stars.
Let us take as the starting point of the discussion the fact that the spectra
of the great rr.ajority of population I stars fit into a two-dimensional classification
schene.
and age.

This corresponds to the dependence of the spectrum upon two parameters, mass
In the Yorgan-Yeenan classification scheme the two observational parameters ,
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- 4 which can be determined by visual inspection of the stellar absorption line
spectrum, are the spectral class and the luminosity class.

The former is closely

correlated with the surface temperature of the star, the latter (for given spectral
class) with the luminosity. Now, the information derived from observations of stars
in clusters and associations makes it possible to calibrate the two-dimensional MK
classification in terms of mass and age.
determination is most valuable.

For some purposes this method of age

However, the accuracy obtained is insufficient in

certain other contexts , and it would seem quite desirable to improve the accuracy
of the spectroscopic method of detennination of mass and age. · This has in fact
proveci possible through the method of photoelectric narrow-band photometry of selected
features of stellar spectra that I mentioned earlier.
Eef ore describing the method I wish to refer briefly to the efforts made in
recent years to improve the accuracy of two-dimensional spectral classification through
photographic spectrophotometry of both continuum and absorption lines.

Very

important progress has been made through the work of Chalonge and his collaborators(J),
Petrie (4), and others.

The use of a photographic spectrum for the

purpose has many obvious advantages.

However, in certain applications the method of

photoelectric narrow-band photometry, which as we shall see allows fast and accurate
work and which reaches much fainter stars, may be preferred.
Since 1951 I have investigated possiblities of the method of two-dimensional
spectral classification through photoelectric narrow-band photometry, chiefly at ¥c
Donald Observatory.

I shall first describe work on E stars, then briefly mention

investigations on A stars, and discuss finally population I F and population II F stars.
The work in question developed from Lindblad's investigations of two-dimensional
classification with the help of short objective-prism spectra.

The success of Lind-

blad' s method indicated that two-dimensional classification could be made on the basis
of determinations of the intensity of certain strong absorption features in the
spectrum.

The features in question are in fact so strong that they can be conveniently

and accurately reeasured through photoelectric narrow-band photometry.
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- 5 Consider now the B stars.

Since the investigations of Earlier, Chalonge

and Vassy, and of Ohman more than twenty years ago it has been known that the
magnitude of the Balmer discontinuity in the ultraviolet spectrum is a very good
indicator of surface temperature (or effective temperature) for the high-temperature
stars in question.

Further, the work of Lindblad just referred to had shown

that the strength of the Balmer absorption lines, for instance that of the HS line,
indicates the stellar luminosity.

The spectral features in question are both

relatively strong, and one would therefore expect that the effective temperature
and the luminosity of a star could be determined through photoelectric narrow-band
photometry that measured the magnitude of the Balmer discontinuity and the strength
of the

HS line. From the previous discussion it is also clear that one could hope to

determine from such measures not only the effective temperature and the luminosity,
but also the two basic parameters, mass and age.

These expectations proved to be

correct.
In other words, the suggested procedure would be to determine the mass and the
age of a star by askine two questions: the magnitude of the Ealmer discontinuity and
the strength of the HS absorption line.

In principle, i f we assume that our stars

all have the same chemical composition, the two basic parameters mass and age will
determine all the properties of the star, including the two quantities measured.
The detennination of mass and age from the observed quantities is then a problem with
two unknowns and two conditions.

If we have chosen the observational criteria well ,

the problem will have an unambiguous solution of adequate precision, at least within
a certain range of masses and ages.
I shall now briefly describe the photoelectric photometers that have been
employed for the measures of the Balmer discontinuity and the HS strength.

The

first photometer used was a standard type instrument to which a filter box holding
six narrow-band filters had been added.
the sixth is an ultraviolet glass filter.

Five of the filters are interference filters,
The wave-lengths of maximum transmission
0

0

and the halfwidths of the filters are as follows: a 5000 A (90A), b 4861(35), c 4700(100),
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- 6 d 4500(80), e 4oJ0(90), f 3600(350).

For each program star the intensities through

the six filters were measured in succession.

The measured intensities I(a),

I(f)

were then combined to yield two indices c and 1, of which the first measures the
Balmer discontinuity, the second the Hp strength:
c = constant
1

= constant

~

2.5

(~

log I(e) - log I(d) - log I(f)J

+ 2.5 [1/2 log I(a)- 1/2 log I(c) -log I(b)J

The wave-length regions are chosen in such a way that the indices c and 1 are
practically insensitive to the effect of interstellar reddening.

Filter f transmits
0

largely in the wave-length region below the Balmer discontinuity at J64?A and the
0

region just above 364?A which is affected by the higher members of the Balmer series.
When the Bal.Ir.er discontinuity is strong, I(f) is relatively low and c is correspondingly
large.

Filter b transmits in the region around Hp.

I(b) is low and hence 1 is large.

When the H13 absorption is strong

The width of filter b is so chosen that even the

strongest Hf3 lines are almost completely within the band of high transmission, while
faint Hp lines can still be adequately measured through precision photoelectric
photometry.

In recent observing series

has been employed.

an

0

HS filter with a half-width of 15 A

The sensitivity of the 1-index to Hp absorption was hereby

appreximately doubled, and the measures improved for all stars but those with the
strongest Hp lines.
For B stars a measure of the Balmer discontinuity which is equivalent to c,
and as accurate, can be derived from standard UBV photometry (cf. e.g. }.organ and
Harris (5) ) •

The only narrow-band photometry required is then the determination of

the Hp- index 1.
A second photoelectric photometer for measuring the HS-index 1 was constructed
a year ago and used with the J6-inch reflector of the }cDonald Observatory.

In this

photometer a JO per cent - 70 per cent beam splitter is used in connection with
two photomultipliers (Pl and P2).

First, one set of measures is

~ade

0

with a 15 A HS

" Hp filter (comparison filter) in front of P 2.
filter in front of P 1 and a 150 A
The signal ratio is a measure of the

H~
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0

strength.

A second set of measures is rrade with a l50 A

H~

filter in front of P 1

0

while the l50 A comparison filter remains in the light path to P2.
signal ratio is divided by the second an
of the relative sensitivity of Pl and P2.

H~-index

If the first

is obtained which is independent

Furthermore, this index is quite indepen-

dent of fluctuations in the transparer.cy of the terrestrial atmosphere since it is
derived from the ratio of signals obtained through simultaneous measures in two
practically equal mean wave lengths.

I designed the second photometer to gain

this advantage, even though it meant a light loss of a few tenths of a magnitude.
It is of course a great advantage to be able to obtain precision photometry even
with a non-photometric sky.

Experience has fully confirmed the expectations in that

it proved possible to measure l-indices through thin clouds of lm_zm extinction
without any reduction in photometric accuracy.
The probable error of one observation of an H~-index was found to be

± 0~004

for measures with the first photometer and a good sky. For observations with the
second photometer the p.e. was also ±om.oo4 irrespective of the quality of the sky.
The p.e. for a determir..ation of the index c(one observation) was ±o.om.008.
With the second

H~

photometer attached to the 36-ir.ch reflector of the McDonald

Observatory the l-index can be obtained with a few minutes observing time for stars
brighter than llm.
per hour.

It has proved possible to observe at a rate of about l5 stars

Fainter stars can be reached by extending the integration time with the

current integrators employed in the photometer to 1 hour.
limiting rragnitude for l-observations with the

1'~cDonald

The corresponding

Observatory 82-inch

reflector is then(l~-17m depending on the accuracy required.

Since it takes an

exposure of about l hour with the 82-inch to obtain a slit-spectrum for classification
purposes of 12-magnitude star, the gain in limiting magnitude of the photoelectric
method over the photographic method is 4ffi_5m, as was to be expected.

It should be

emphasized in this connection that the photoelectric observation in question yields
only one index, whereas the photographic observation of course gives all the information contained in a classification spectrum.

When fea9ible a combination of the
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two methods would in

~.any

cases yield the rrost satisfactory results.

When the Baln:er discontinuity index c and the Hi3 index 1 have been determineci
for a star, its position in a c-1 diagram can be plotted.

Fig. 1 SUlllD'.a=-l.Zes

results obtained for a nU1T1ber of B stars at }:c Donald Observatory by myself, and by
D.L. Crawford (6).

The measures have all been reduced to one system.

It should

be noted that tte 1-index system of Fig. l corresponds to measures with the Hp filter
0

of 35 A halfwidth.

~!hen

0

the rr.easures made with the 15 A filter are reduced to the 1-

scale of Fig.l,the probable error (one observation) becomes

r o.Inoo2.

In Fig. 1 the lower-lilllit line in the c - 1 diagram represents very ycung
stars (the individual stars

in

question are not plotted in the diagram). It was

obtained through measures of stars in the I Ori and II Seo associations which are
known to be very young (only a few million years) because they contain stars of very
high lumirosity that exhaust their supply of nuclear energy very quickly.
of the diagram are

po~ts

corresponding to supergiants.

At the top

We shall not be concerned

with these stars here, but notice in passing that they are well segregated from the
stars of luminosity classes II - V in the c-1 diagram.
Above the line which is the locus of stars of age: z.ero we find a fairly wide
distribution of points corresponding to luminosity

class~s

II-V.

On

the average

the height above the age-zero lir:e increases as we go f orrn stars of luminosity
class V to lumirosity class III and II stars.

In particular we notice that the height

above the age-zero line is generally considerable in comparison with the probable
error of a determination of the location of a point in the c-1 diagram, even for the
stars of luminosity class V, particularly for the spectral range E5-E9.
In a recent

investiec.~.:.:ion

(7) I have c..ttempted a calibration of the c-1 diagram

in terms of spectral class and absolute rr;agnitude, using absolute magnitudes
determined by Blaauw for stars in II Seo, and absolute magnitudes for Pleiades stars
according to Eggen, Harris and H.L. Johnson . Absolute magnitude calibration was
obtained for points close to the age-zero line, and also for the region above this
line in the spectral range B7 - B9.

The precision of absolute magnitudes obtained

from the c-1 classification is measured by a p.e. (one observation) of

om.2-d°.J,

while
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- 9 the p.e. of the spectral classes is approximately 0.01 of a class.

We shall not

discuss these problems any further, but turn to the main question of the calibration
of the c-1 diagram of the B stars in terms of mass and age, with a particular view
to age detennination.
It is possible to derive an approximate solution of the problem through the
use of data on stars in clusters and associations.

D.L. Crawford (6) has derived

the average location curves in the c - 1 diagram for a number of clusters and
associationsand. studied the shift of the location curve in the direction of
smaller 1 with increasing age. However, I wish to discuss here a calibration
of the c - 1 diagram in terms of mass and age which rests on theoretical calculation,
and which applies to the spectral range BJ - B9.

At the present moment these

calculations are not quite as accurate as one might wish, but there is hope that
further calculations now in progress will yield results of very good precision.
We begin by considering the sequence of stars on the age-zero line in the
c-1 diagram of the B stars.

We know 1 as a f'unction of c, and we also know the

luminosity L as a function of c from the calibration just ref erred to.

From the

work of D.L. Crawford (6) the relation between equivalent width W of the
and 1 is known.

H~

line

The relation between c and the effective temperature Te can be

evaluated with fair accuracy on the basis of model atmosphere work by Osawa, Saito,
Miss Underhill, Miss l·'c Donald, Aller and others.

Good estimates of mass M as a

fUnction of L, a:rxl. hence of c are available from spectroscopic binary material.

From

l and Te the stellar radius R is deduced in the customary way, and the gravity g
in the stellar atmosphere is computed from Y and R, again as a fUnction of c, for the
age-zero line.
As is well known the

at~ospheric

gravity does not vary much along the age-zero

line in the spectral range considered, i.e. B3-E9.

By applying very sn:all corrections

we can convert the known relation of the equivalent width W and Te valid for the
age-zero line into a relation between Wand Te for a given constant g, say g= l.Oxl0 4 •
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as a

s~ar

we consider what happens to the emitted spectrum, or rather to c and 1,

evolves from age zero to a given aee t.

We restrict ourselves to the

consideration of evolution during the phase when there is still hydrogen fuel
le:ft at every point in the stellar interior, even at the center where the conversion
of hydrogen into helium is the fastest.

Recent Nork by Tayler (8) and by Kushwaha(9)

provides the basis for a calculation of the rate of change of radius R and luminosity
L as a function of time t

for a star of given mass N.

Starting with the data corresponding to a star on the age-zero line of given c,
we can compute the radius R and the luminosity L, and hence the effective, temperature
Te and the

at~ospheric

gravity g as a fUnction of time t.

Next we derive c from the

established relation tatween Te and c which is known to be quite insensitive to
variations in g in t1G range considered.

Then we compute the equivalent width W

from Te, first for g-1.0 x 104 (cf. above). Finally we derive the change in ':!
corresponding to the change of g from 1.0 x 104 to the proper value of g, using the
approximate relation W: g0 • 2 valid for the range of T and g in question.

:ttodel

atmosphere calculatior.sby de Jager and Neven (10) indicate that the inacuracias
due to the use of this approximation are not very great.

The last step is the

derivation of 1 from W with the help of the standard W (1) relation.
Summarizing, we see that it is possible to follow the path in the c-1 diagram
of a point corresponding to an evolving star, starting from the zero-age line, and
to indicatefrom point to point the age of the star.
Results of calculations according to this procedure are represented in Fig. 1.
Five paths of evolution starting at five different points of the age-zero lire,
corresponding to masses equal to 3.5, 4.0, 4.7, 5.5 and 6.8 solar masses are shown .
Also shown are lines of equal age corresporrling to the ages 25 x 106, 50 x 106, 75 x 106
and 100 x 106 years.

The lines corresponding to 25 and 50 million years form only a

small angle with the age-zero line, whereas the 75 and 100 million year curves bend
sharply to the right for the larger

~.asses.

This corresponds to the fact that the

speed of evolutionary change in high here due to the fact that the hydrogen fuel
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in the central region of the star is almost exhausted.
With the aid of the computed theoretical curves of equal age it is now a
simple rr.atter to derive the age of a star from observed values of c and 1.

Let us

summarize the whole procedure for the detenr,ination of the age: 1. Standard UBV
photometry or c-photometry yields c.2.

The index 1 is measured with the HS photorreter.

3. The point corresponding to the star is plotted in the c-1 diagram and the age is
read off through interpolation between the theoretical curves of equal age.
For example, the points corresponding to Pleiades stars shown in Fig. 1 with
one exeption lie between the curves corresponding to the ages 50x106 and 75x106 years.
The average age for the stars in question is found to be about 7oxio6 years.

This

value agrees rather well with age determinations by Lohmann(ll) and v. Hoerner (12)
based on the distribution of the brighter Pleiades cluster stars in the H- R diagram
(100 and 80 million years, respectively).
It should be emphasized that the procedure based on the use of the c-1 diagram
is applicable to any star in the spectral and lun:inosity range in question.

There is

no limitation to cluster and association stars.
We can obtain an estimate of the precision of the detenr.ined ages as follows.
Investigatior.5of member stars of the associations I Ori and II Seo show that for
these stars the scatter around a mean curve in the c-1 diagram is measured by a root
mean square deviatio~ in 1 equal to± O~ 007.

This scatter includes the effect of

errors of observation, but the latter contribution is small as the p . e. of the 1-value
in question is ±0~002 or less.

Since the stars in question are practically of the

same age, the scatter indicates the uncertainty which must be expected in the age
cletern-.inations.

At spectral class B 8 the separation

betw~er.

the curves of zero ?f>

and age 25xio6 years is about 0~007, and we therefore estimate the p.e. of an age
determir.ation to be about 15-20 millicn years here.

At E5 the corresponding

separation is 0~016 and the estimated p.e. of an age determination is about 7 million
years.
w~rd

In a general way the precision of the age determination increases as we go up-

or to the right in the c-1 diagram, because the speed of evolutionary change is
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higher here.

The ectircated uncertainties do not include th1:;:: effect of errors in the

theoretically con:puted calibration curves.
The fact that ages of individual B stars can be determined
indicated rr.ight be of some irr.portance in galactic studies.

~"i.th

accuracies as

I i:ould like to refer

to one possibility, nareely investigation of the distribution in space of the place
of forrr.ation of B5-B9 stars in our galactic neigborhood.
Let us return now to the question of chemical composition.

If the B stars

considered differ among themselves only ll.'1.th respect to IT'.ass and age, then we: would
expect all their properties to be uniquely determined by the location of the star in
the c-1 diagram.

As far as the available material on spectra and absolute

goes it is in general agreen;ent with this prediction.

or

~agnitude

However there is some evidence

a small scatter, of the order of ± 0~2, in the absolute magnitudes of stars with

t~e

same c and 1.
Also, if mass and age are the

stars of a cluster or

~ssociation

OPJ.y

variable parameters, we would expect the

to show negli&ible scatter around a line in the

c-1 diagram , since the ages of such stars are very nearly the same.

As already xen-

tioned some scatter is actually observed in this case, but it is small.
There rr.ay be rr:ore than one reason for this scatter: 1. The scatter in age might
not be completely

negligib~e.

velocity and in the

2. There might be effects of differences in rotational

~ag~etic prop~rties

of the stars.

J.

The stars might differ in

chemical composition.
The General conclusion in that differences in chemical coF.position among the
B stars investigated so far are not very pronounced.

I would like to discuss quite

briefly a test for

that was applied to the I Cri

di~ference

and II Seo associations .

in chen:ical

co~position

t..s was already rr:entioned the se associations are so

young that their curve in the c-1 diagram corresponds practically to the zero-age
curve, at least in the B5 - B8 ranee.

The rr.ean curve in the c-1 diagram is very well

determined from the observations for these two associations.

It is found that the

mean curves for I Ori and II Seo agree within about 0~004 in 1 for equal c.

This

indicates that the chemical composition of the two associations is nearly the same.
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- lJ We ca.n ask the question, How closely the same. In order to answer this, let us
consider the dependence of the location of the zero-age line in the c-1 diagram
upon chemical canposition.

The location is a function of the relative abundances

of hydrogen, helium and the group of all heavy elements.

If the ratio of helium

to hydrogen changes while the abundance of the heavy elements group remains constant,
the radius R and the luminosity L for a given mass will change.

A change of

atmospheric gravity g for given Te results, but it so happens that it is very
small.

However, the change of the helium-hydrogen ratio will affect atmospheric

conditions in the following way (in the range of effective temperature in question).
Helium does not add appreciably to the atmospheric opacity which is contributed
mainly by hydrogen, but it contributes weight.

If the relative abundance o! helium

increases the effect is equivalent to an increase in gravity as far as the electron
pressure in the atmosphere is concerned.

Since the Stark effect broadening of the

hydrogen lines is proportional to electron pressure,the strength of the hydrogen
lines will increase with increasing helium content , and the zero-age line will be
shif'ted downward in the c-1 diagramo

If we combine the result of these considerations

with the fact referred to above namely that the location of the zero-age line in the
c-1 diagram for an association can be determined with an accuracy of a few thousands
of a Jnagllitude in 1, we can conclude that dif;ferences in hydrogen content X should be
:

detectable 1.f' they amount to more than 10 per cent of X.
A similar analysis can be carried out with regard to changes in the heavy
element content.

For the B stars considered there is here a direct effect on g

(for given Te) while the atmospheric opacity effect is very small.
We are thus lead to the conclusion that the chemical compositions of I Ori and
II Seo are not very different, unless of course the effect of differences in helium
content and heavy element content were equal and of opposite sign.

Additional in!onna-

tion is required to give a definite answer to the question raised hereby.
In this context it is of importance that I Ori and II Seo belong to the same
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- 14 spiral arm.

Comparison of associations in different spiral arms with regard to the

exact location of the age-zero line in the 1-c diagram might yield interesting
results.

We note that an investigation of this effect for B stars in the Magellanic

clouds is not beyond the limits of the type of equip:nent described above.
I shall refer to investigations of A stars through photoelectric narrow-band
photometry only very briefly.

A discussion (12) of two-dimensional classification

of A stars by this method has shown that the accuracy is very satisfactory for
±0~12

A3-A9 stars, the p.e. (one observation) being ±o.02 of a spectral class and
in absolute magnitude.
Age determinations can be made for A stars by plotting the

H~

index 1 against

(B-V) 0 , i.e. the standard color index corrected for interstellar absorption.
preliminary results are available at present.

Only

It may be mentioned that member stars

of the Hyades,Praesepe, and the Ursa major stream are located considerably above the
zero-age line in the (B-V) 0

-

1 diagram.

As the age of these cluster stars is

probably 5 x 108 -109 years it appears that ages for A stars of luminosity classes
III - V

can be determined with an accuracy of perhaps 100-200 million years .

The

precision is of course inferior to that obtained for the spectral range B5 - B9
because evolution is much slower.
Turning finally to ,the F stars, I shall summarize very bri.f'l.y results concerning two-dimensional classification (cf. (13) ) and age

determinatio~,

and then discuss

a question regarding the chemical composition.
For population I F stars the c - 1 diagram has been calibrated in terms of
color index (B - V) 0 , or spectral class, and visual absolute magnitude

Mv·

Nearby

stars, which could be assumed to be practically unaffected by interstellar reddening,
and for which relatively accurate trigonometric or cluster parallaxes are available,
were measured for this calibration.

It was found that (B - V) 0 can be predicted

from c and 1 with a p.e. (one observation) of ± O~ 008, while the corresponding p.e.
for !'~ is :o~.
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- 15 As in the case of the B stars there is for the population I F stars a
very well defined lower-limit line of the distribution in the c - 1 diagraro .
This is interpreted as the zero-age line.
relative to this line.

As the stars evolve they move upward

The rate of evolution is of course much lower again than

for the A stars, and the accuracy of age detenr:ination correspondingly lower.
is estimated that the age of an F star can be determined from c and

It

1 with a p.e.

roughly equal to 1 x 109 years c The life-tin:e of these stars being about 3 x 109 10
1 x 10 years, such age deteminations may prove to be of value. No theoretical
~ass-age

calibration of the c - 1 diagram for population I F stars has as yet

been carried out, but it is quite feasible to do so.
We now ask the question, whether or not the available photometric data for
the population I F stars are corr.patible with the assumption that these stars all
have the same initial chemical composition.

If the assumption is correct we expect

that all stars with the same location in the c - 1 diagram are identical.

The

first test was carried out with the (B - V) 0 ?llaterial (for practically unreddened
stars).

It was found that the scatter of (B - V) 0 for stars with the san;e c and 1

was indeed small, perhaps vanishingly small.
the (U - E)c

I!laterial ~

The next test trade use of

Here the situation proved to be different.

The scatter was

easily recognizable, ·with a total range of 0~15, which is many times the range of
scatter to be expected from errors of the photometric observations .

There is thus

in this material clear evidence of the importance of a third variable parameter, in

addition to the parameters mass and age.
Already five years ago H.L. Johnson and ¥.organ (14) in discussing the (U - B) ,
(B - V) relation for bright nearby population I stars had found evidence for a third
classification parameter.
UBV

photo~et:ry

Confirmation was obtair.ed by H.L.Johnson (15) through

of galactic clusters.

Miss Roman's work on weak-line and strong-line

F stars pointed in the same direction.

Conclusive evidence derr.onstrating the

importance of the third classification parameter has been obtained by Chalonge and
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- 16 his collaborators through extensive spectrophotometric investigations (cf .(15).
The cause of the additional scatter in question is undoubtedly a variation
:frozr star to star of the abundance ratio heavy elexrents-hydrogen.

Variation in this

ratio affec'bthe structure of the star and the emitted spectrum in various ways, but
for the F stars the most 1I11por't<lnt effect is

~hat

of the rr.etal absorption lines on

the intensity distribution in the spectrum.

The lines are particularly crowded in

the ultraviolet, and a deficiency in ultraviolet light can be explained in terms of
a relative rretal content above the average.
Although the color index U - B is of in:portance as an indicator of the
heavy element-hydrogen ratio, it can only be used with confidence together with
additional photon:etry, preferably c - 1 photometry.

I have found the followi.r.g

index obtained through photoelectric narrow-band photometry to be a very useful
indicator of the heavy element-hydrogen ratio, namely
m= constant - 2.5 (1og I(a) +log I(e) - 2 log I(d)J where I(a), I(d) and

I(e) are intensities measured through the filters a, d and e described on p.
For F stars the intensities I(a) and I(d) are about equally reduced by the total
absorption of metal lines in their transmission range, while the reduction is
much stronger for I(d) o Consequently the index m increases with increasing metalhydrogen ratio.

On

the other hand the indeY is not sensitive to variation in Te and g ,

and it is insensitive to interstellar reddening.
It was found (cf . (16) ) that the index min a sample of 33 well-observed
nearby population I F stars varied over a range of 01:110, with only a small fraction
of the variation due to differences in Te and g, or to observational errors.

The

root ~ean square variation of m was ±o.mo21, or ± 0~020 a.f'ter correction for errors
of observation.

The index m proved to be well correlated with the (U - B) 0 residuals

referred to above, as was to be expected.
range in the (U - B) 0 residuals .

The range

in

m is about 60 per cent of the
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- 17 The extreme population II F stars studied by
very low metal-hydrogen ratio.
excess of about

c1!1z

~iss ~oman

(cf . (l?))have a

Miss Roman has shown that they have an ultraviolet

in comparison with population I F stars, while measures of n:

give a value that is over O~ lower than the value for population I F stars.
It is interesting to compare the m-value and abundance ratios obtained from
quantitative spectral analysis for two extreme cases.

For the extreme population I I

HD 19445 the metal-hydrogen ratio can be estimated from an investigation

F star

Chamberlain and Aller (18). For the population IF star 20 C Vn

by

, which has

an abnormally high m-value, Saved.off (19) has derived a value of the iron-hydrogen
ratio.We use this as an indicator of the metal-hydrogen ratio.

The r esults are

given below.
m

Abundance ratio
metal-hydrogen

20 C Vn

0~19

4 x 10-4

Averiage population I F star

0~14

1 x 10-

Extreme population I I F star, MD 19445

01:102

1 x l0- 5

4

These abundance differences, and the corresponding photometric effects are
certainly not small, but the cases of 20 C Vn -:md HD 19445 are of course extreme.
However,even for a normal sample of population I F stars the root mean square
deviation from the average of the metal-hydrogen ratio is not very small, perhaps
~4-0 per cent.

It is interesting to note that m-photometry indicates that the

variations of the metal-hydrogen ratio among stars belonging to the same cluste r
are much smaller.
In concluding this lecture

I would like to comment on a problem concerning the

extreme population II F stars, speaking not about work that has been done, but of
work that might be done in the near future.
Theoretical work already carried out concerning the internal structure and
evolution of extreme population II F stars (cf.(20), and work on model atmospheres
corresponding to these stars (cf . (21) indicates that it is now possible to compute
theoretical curves of equal age in the c - 1 diagram for this stellar category.

If

c - 1 photometry can be obtained for globular cluster stars in the absolute magnitude
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range

zm - 4m,

then an age determination of considerable accuracy might be possible.

Furthermore, c - 1 photometry of nearby extreme population II F stars in the
absolute magnitude rar..ge 4m ratio.

5m could lead to a determination of their helium-hydrogen

Finally, i f the photometry could be pressed to yield c- and I-values for the

very faint globular cluster stars in this absolute magnitude range, their heliumhydrogen ratio might be determined, without accurate knowledge of the distances
of the clusters.
It would seem that photoelectric narrow-band photometry can lead to
information on the initial composition of stars and their ages which may help
our efforts to form a picture of the evolution of the gala:xy.
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Kotes taken by Jeremy Bernstein
lecture 2
Our Galaxy .

Interstellar matter

In lecture 1 we referred to the .fact tr.at high lur.iinosity population I
stars are all very young and must have forrr.ed out of inte:i:.;istellar rr.atter
\0 C. _ / o t

years ago; i.e. a time interval that is relatively short compared

to the age of our galaxy .

!\ow l>:e shall turn to a discussion of the properties

of inter stellar matter in our Ealaxy.

Observational data oertaining to interstelJar rratter .

The discussion of interstellar

m4tter is based on observations of the following categories
En:ission lines
Absorption lines
Emission lines
Absorption line
Tr e!'Ir.al radio en:ission
Non-therrral radio emission

Spectral refion
Optical
Optical
Radio, 21 err..

. . ..

Radio, 21 cm.
~

~.

l-l5tr

Produced by
I nt erstellar ,..as

,,"

..
"

Relativistic electrons moving
in a magnetic field

Cosn:ic rays, presuzr,ably of galactic origin
Interstellar extinction
and reddenine

Optical

Inte1·stellar particles

Interstellar polarization

Optical

Reflection nebulae

Optical

Aligned interstellar particles
Interstellar particles
illumirated by stars

Interstellar emission lines . The Orion r.ebula ( a well-lrnown dii'fuse nebula
at a distance of about 500 pc a?'ld located in the nearest spiral am) has a
spectrum consistil"g of a number of emiEsion 1 ines super-ill posed or: the back ground
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of a faint con tnuum.
Balmer lines

\-\

~

>

The rrost prominent emission lines are the following.

Ha

........

HI

3726 , 3728

OII

4959, 5007

OIII

6584, 6548
6731, 6717
The Orion nebula ha s an angular diameter

r-

10 pc. •

N

1 o and a linear diameter

About 100 similar diffuse emission nebulae are known.

¥..ost of them

much fainter than the Crion nebulae, (dowr. to about 1000 times fairter than the
center of the Orion nebulae), but all objects of this class show on plates taken
in the ordir.ary photographic wave length region .

v1ith special techniques it is

possible to obtain photographs in a narrow band around a strong emission line, in

.·

particular

• I f this is done then the intensity ratio between the

err.ission nebulceand the terrestial air glow

bac~round

is considerably enhanced.

Hence long exposures with fast cameras can be made and much fainter emission
nebulosities photographed.

With this technique faint

emissions have

been recorded which cover much larger areas of the sky than the
nebulae.

For example, a faint

H~

emission region in Vela-Puppis is 15

and many are known that cover areas

10 square degrees .

of the Milky way (galactic la4!fitu.de

diff'u~emission

(

l~ shows faint

t-i

0(

0

x

22

"
t

About 10-20 per cent
emission.

Where

spectra of the faint emission region have been obtained, they show the emission lines
most prominent in the Orion nebula(cf. above).
Clearly interstellar

e~.ission

lires can yield very important infonnation

concerning the density, distributirn and chemical composition of interstellar matter.
Let us consider first the interpretation of the observed interstellar emission
'
... .. - ..
lines of hydrogen. When the Balmer lines
)
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J

are observed to be emitted by inter stellar gas then one can
conclude that there is a corresponding population cf excited states n=J,4, •••••••
of inter stellar

~ydrocer. atc~s.

The following

~ech~niems

of population of the

states in qt:.estion have been considered: a. capture of a .free electron by the
hydrogen ion into one of the given

sta~es

1

b. capture of a free electron into

some higher state .fo::!..low·:::d by one or more trar.sitiors leading to the state. in
question1 c. Lyr.an line absorption cf stellar raoiation by hydrogen atoms in the
ground state yieldirg, either the electron state ur_cer discussion or some higher
state from which it is reached by transitions , d. excitation from the ground
state by electron

colli~ions.

The analysis of these processes shows, first, that excitation of the
higher states of

hydroge~

is appreciably ionized .

(n=J,4, ••• •• ) will be negligible ur.less the hydrogen

We start ot:.t , th8n, by c.orisiciering the ionization

equilibrium of hytlrcgen in inter stellar spar;e.
Ionisation of interstellar hydrogen.
Let us consider the idealized situation of a star

e~bedded

in an interstellar

medium consisting of a pure hydrogen gas o.f uriform density, say, r hydrogen atoms
and ions per cm.
per

u~it

The radius of the star is R, and ue assume that the radiation effiitted

area of the stellar surface in the wave length r egion relevant for hydrogen

ionization (

>. <.Gt II A/

can be described with su!'fici ent accuracy by PlaJt ck radiation

corresponding to a temperatcre T.

We want to compute the degree of ionization x

of hydrogen (xN ions and (1-x) r; atcros per c,.,.. ~

) at a distance

S

from the

star.
The predominant process of ionization is photo ionizatior. through absorption
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)

by neutral hydrogen in the ground state of a Lym.an quantum (

of stellar radiation,

Reco~bination

takes place throuEh the capture of a free

electrcr: by a hydro~en ion into the groUI1d state or an exdted state (in interstellar
space capture into an excited state ia almost always followed by transitions leading
to the ground state).

The ior.iz.ation equilibrium is detemined by the condition that

the number per seconc and cm.3 of photo ionizations ar.d recombinations are equal.
Let us consider the recombination process first.
been set free by absorbing a qua.nturr:

'v\ ~

A.ft.er an electron has
where I

(

is the ionization potential of hydroge:n lJ.6 e.v.) it will start its travel
through interstellar space with a kinetic energs. \.\

v -T

• ¥.newing the

frequency dependence of the hydrogen absorption coefficient in the Lyman continuum
and the spectral distribui:.ion of thn ionizL.e:... qrl-\-t i.nr (Planck temperature T) we can
compute the distribution of the initial kinetic energies of the free electrons and
the average initial kinetic energy.

The latter tuns out to be close to

3/2 kT

(l.J e.v. for T=l0,000 deg.) The free electrcn will suffer a large number of elastic
collisions with electrons and protons before it is fir.ally re-captured by a hydrogen

10 b

ion, since the elastic collision cross s8ctions are the order of
than the capture cross sections.
be established.

times larger

A ~aY.Well distribution of velocities will therefore

Also , in spite of the small energy

ex~hange

electrons and ions, equipartition will be established.

per collision between

The velocity and energy

distribution is thus given by the kinetic temperature defined by the average kinetic
energy (

r:

and

~>/i..

K~ ).

in :riore detail.

We shall presently discuss the relation between T
In a pure hydrogen medium

T

-

'( ~1

The calculatior of the number of recorr.bination processes per second per cm3 is
now simple.

The velocity distribution of the electrons is given, and the capture cross

sections are known functions of the energy and the state into which capture takes place.
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The necessary quadratures car. be perforrr.ed nUICerically, and the results tabt;: ated.
~=3,

As an example; for the capture intc the state

4

(in the relevant temperature range)

'fV,

and per cm.3, where

and

Ne

x 10-'" ,-~N. Ne.

C...>/'(. t:.e

respectively < in a pure hydrogen gas

the ntUnber is to a [Ood approximation

Nr.

number

captures per second

o~ hjuroger: ions and free electrons,

Ne ).

:

In order to compute the degree of ionization in equilibriurr., we

co~pare

matter at a distance s from the ionizing star to natter in tbern:odynarnical
at a temperature T and a hydrogen density of

t:

the
equilibrjure

atoms or ions per unit volume. The

number of photo ionizations in interstellar space is reduced in comparison to thermodynamical equilibrium by, 1 . , a factor that is giver by the solid angle that is
subtended by the star at a distances ,

¥..-

namely ~=-~ s~

and 2. a factor that measures

the reduction of the ionizing radiation through cortinuous absorption by neutral

e.-r""

hydrogen , namely

where -r
~~

is the effective mean optical depth in the

relevar:t wave-length r egion of photo ionization (

~ <. 0\ I \

A

)•

If

effective mean continuo'l..ls absorptior coefficient per neutral E atom , then l

0. ..c.... i s the
M

-= ~(1-x)Ns.

The number of recombinations is the san:e: as for thern odyr.an:ical equilibrium at
temperature

,

T~

(:ff-Jt

which is the number at te1q:,erat1:.re T multiplied by

, very n1.;.rly (cf. the exam.le for n=3 , considered above).

correction factor to the eouatior. valid for thermodynamical equilibrium

~ e

i:.,.

(~)±

1-

x

10

For illust ration , consider a pnjnt at s=l :)
star with R=6 ~ ::4 x 10 II

TM = 600N

(1-x

) , where

cm ., w= 4x "'.1..0 - '~

x

tecorr.es

e- -r,.. (

and the equation is

-x). N

th~s

The total

c....

rv

• Since °'Ao'I.

30 pc. For an

,.. ). 10 - • f

I

-<

ioniz~g

we find

denotes an average deeree of ior.ization along the path
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from the star to the point considered.
The factor w is referred to the dilution factor.
the degree of 7-or.ization.

On

the

is extrerr.ely srr.a..ll compared to

ot~

t~t

Dilution greatly reduces

er hand the der.sity in interstellar space

ir. stellar atmosphere , and

works in the

~his

opposite direction.
Close to the ionizing star, interstel.JRr hydroren will be highly ionized
ii' 'I'

)

10,000 deg •• Thus x

hence

e- T ~

l s.nd l - x is 3mall and we have

N

N

i.

j- 'J...

IVS
l

TM N S
As s increases the factor

(s

o- "C"'
~

small, but '))

R)

will become significar:tly smaller than

1 , while w, of course decreases and corr apondingly 1-x increases .

As the

proportion of neutral atoms goes up

this

beco~es

small

~nd

leads to an accelerated increase in -!:he proportion of neutral atoms.

t'umerical

integration of the equation

:.. C\

"°" fJ ( I - X)

taken together with the equation of ionizatio11 give x and LAA as functions of s .
They confirm the expectc.tion that the de[ree of ionization decreases very
rapidly with s , once 1 - x )

0.1.

It is found that hydrogen is practically

uni.onized outside a sphere wit! ~adius equal to (or a few percent in excess of)
where

50

:.

-1/'1 ( 3 O.it
N

T< \t o~
;:-;e)'lA.. (w.T)3/.,..e_::L ( =f)
I\

A. typical example is shown below:

( I-

J()

I

-<T

I

So

\+

3X10 1 ~ o....._)
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1-x

s/s,,

l4'1\

o.oo

o.ooo

o.oo

0.25
0.50

0. 001
0 .003
0.01
n.03
0.06
0 .15
0.67
1.00

0.,02

0.75
0.90
0.97
1.00
1.03
1.06

J

.2

0.5
1.3
?.l
3.1
6.3

The region inside s= s. where hydro:.en is highly ionized is re~erred to as
an nII region, the outer region of neutral hydrogen is called an !lI region •
•Below are

The radius of the HII region is proportional to

So
lower I

given the values of
For stars with

07
09
Bo

E3
E5
Ao

for main sequence stars of spectral classes 0-Ao.
the value of So is quite small
T
50,000
32 , 000
25 ,000
18,600
15,500
10,700

s.
90 pc x

"'-1/J

50

2;.J

7
4

0.5

We shall learn that the observations of hydrogen emission lines suggest
that N

N

1 in e>.-tended regions, but that there are relatively small regions of

high density where K is

10 - 10 ~ Therefore hydrogen ionization is restricted

to very small regions around all stars except those of the highest temperature. The
high temperature stars are scarce but still nearly all of the HII volume is contributed
by high temperature stars of spectral class 0-EJ .
It should be emphasized that we have been discussing the idealized case of an
ionizing star imbedded in hydrogen gas assumed to have uniform density. However,
the discussion can be extended to yield quantitative ir1i'or:r.ation regarding the
extent of HII regions produced by a given distribution of high temperature stars
in a hydrogen gas of non-uniform density.
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The kinetic temperature in an HII region. Our previous discussion indicated.
that the kinetic temperature

-r;

in an ionized pure hydrogen gas is about

equal to the temperature T (characterizing the Lyman continuum) of the ionizing
star.

We now wish to analyse this problem somewhat more closely.
Let us consider the life of a free electron in an HII region in interstellar

space from the moment it is set free by a photoionization process until the
moment it is re-captured.

From the known capture cross section it is found that

the life time of a free electron is of the order of 10

i0 S

of the order of

years.

10

.J.

~ '). T ~

seconds, i.e.,

The path travelled during the life-time is of the

order of IO• fOOl.During its life ti.me the electron suffers about
in elastic collisions with electrons and

proton~,

10 &)90 •

deflectiom

and the cumulative effect of small

angle scatterings is even more effective in establishing · Maxwell distribution of the
kir.etic energies.
We may consider the total kir.etic energ-,f of the ele~ns in a unit volume( w-r),
Whenever an electror 60es
there is a gain in

=

e~

th~ough

the cycle of photo ionization and re-combination

given by

The kinetic energy of the electron i.nn:nediately af'ter photo ionization

the energy loss of the electron t hrough free-free transitions (bremstrahlung) and
inelastic collisions -

the kineti .

~nergy

of the electron i.nn:ned.iately before

re-combination.
In equilibrium, the average value of

zero.

~~

for all electrons must be

The average value of the kinetic energy immediately after photo-ionization

can be calculated as a i'unction of T (the temperature of the ionizing radiation),
the dependence of the continuous absorption coefficient in the lzyman continuum
upon frequency being known.

The average kinetic energy immediately before
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recombination can be found as a function of

-r-~

(the temperatur e which

characterizes the Yiaxwell distribution), since the dependence of the capture
cross section upon kinetic energy is known.
If there were no energy losses during the life time of the electron, the
two quantities just discussed could be equated and the relation between T and

T'< found.

"' T \.(
However it is a fair approxi.1Tl.ation to state that T =

The reason for this is that the energy losses of the electron are small.

-

The bremmstrahlung cross section is at least down by a factor' of
Rutherford scattering.

o<.

over the

In an ionized pure hydrogen gas the loss due to inelastic

collisions out of the continuum also turns out to be sw.all:

when we compare the

cross-sections for excitation of the neutral hydrogen states n=2,J , ••• • •

through

inelastic electron collisions with the cross sections for the capture of a free
electron by the hydrogen ion, we find that the former are larger by a factor of the
order of

10 J

10 ..,

However, only the very small fraction of the electr ons

which have kinetic energies larger than 10 e.v. can excite even the n=2 level. The
captures are further favoured over the excitations because the number of hydrogen
ions is much larger than that of neutral atoms.

As a consequence inelastic processes

for the electron are rather unimportant in an ionized pure hydrogen gas , which is to say

fN

~

1

The emission spectra of the HII regions show that the matter is not pure
hydrogen but contains important admixtures of other elements , notably O and N.
We must now

exa~ine

the possibility that inelastic collisions with atoms and ions

other than hydrogen play a significant role in determining the temperature.
In looking for atoms and ions which might be important in this connection we
must consider : 1 Abundance - We base our discussion on relative abundances of the
elerrents derived from stellar atmospheres.

As we proceed we shall find the expectati on
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of a rough similarity in the abundances of stellar atmospheres and interstellar space
confirmed.

Only the relati..J!J..y abun<iant elements are of interest in the present

context, namely Ee,

o,

Ne ,

1:, c,

l-!g j

Si, Fe.

2. I onization.

We consider only atoms

and ions that will be present in HII regions in reasonably large amounts ( ) 10
of the total amount of the

part~cular

<

levels (exitation potentials

3.

el81..ent) •

Excitation~

-l..

)

We look for low lying

3-'.i. e.i.r.) that can be excited

by

a fairly

large fraction of the free elect.rons.
Proceeding in this fashion one find3 that in HII regions the most important loss of
energy of free electrons vi.a the

ex~itation

mechanism is by collision with OIII ions.

The stationary states in quest-ion a!'e
2 p 'l

OII

"D ~I
~D

i.

''"•n

OIII 2 p '-

"1.

E. P.
3.3.
3.3

e.. \/,

2.5

The ionization equilibrium for c.xygen can te detemL1ed for an HII region along
lines si.Irilar to the ones w-sued in the det.ermination of the ionization of hydrogen
However, reduction of the icni zing rad:.ation through absorption by oxygen is
negligible because of the relative smallness of the abundanc·e of oxygen as compared
to hydrogen.

I t is found that

~early

all of the oxygen present is in the form of

OII or OIII.
Let us consider, as an example, the case of OIII (it is easy to generalise
the discussion).
of

om

The number of inelaE.th collisions exciting the

is
0

nr:) l x

per free electron per second.

3P

0

to '

~

)..

/K\'-<

The rad1ative transition fr«m the ground state of OIII

and the ' n Ji. state is forbidnen , however the cross section

by electron collision is of the order of
in question.

state

E. P./_

..L

Nl

' D 1...

10

-

I{,

cm .~

for the

elect~on

for excitation

velocity
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ex~ressing

We can r..ow write dovm the equation

fl f ~

~ O considered above:

an H atom i.S kT,

~ .The

kir.eti~

energy per photo ioni zation of

l oss of kinetic er,ergy per electron capture by an H ion

The loss of kinetic energy per elect.ron collision excitation of the

J•

• DJ..

The gain in

the equilibrium condition

state of OITI is 2o5

Furthermore,

eoV•

of photoionizations of H atoms per second per unit volume=
Number of elec~~-or ·ap+ · ·e13 by H i ,:,ns per se(:ond per unit volume=

~umber

N<J.. 5 X

W ( H II)

lo -

11

~ -1:

and
• D l. state of OIII per

r.iUJllber of electron collision exci t.alions of the
second and unit vol ume

where F(HII) , N(OIII) ar.<l

l~

electrons per ur.it volume.

fJ { H lr) 1J(l 4 x ro)tJ ( 0

ur)

or

denot.e tha uumbers of HII ions, OIII ions , and free
Thus the equilibrium equation is

11

/Je. )_ )(

~ -t ( '<'T- '(T'()

ao-

to

-4'-

T~

A

e_ ).S'

e. v,

&.<Tl(

W ( o lir) y x I 0
N ( H.it")

c.1

l . ' .e.v.

e

Fo! any specified value of the abundance rati o r(cm) /N(HII) this equation
gives the relation ·u€t\ een the temperature T of
kinetic temperature T"\ of the ionized gas.

f7c

as a f1 .1ction of T f'or two val Jc,, of

t},p

ionizing radiation and the

The f ollo1ring table gives

r (OIII)/r(.rrI). Tile rage of T

chosen corresponds to the fact that HII r-etions arc largely

p~cduced

by high

temperature stars

N(HII)/N(OIII)=800
T

T o(

20,000
30,000

6,ooo

50,000
60,000

8,00:)
9,000

4o ,ooo

~ (Ir.II)

/r (CIII)=5, 000
Tk

9 ,000

?,000

u,ooo

8~000

13,000
15,000
17;1000
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The two values of the abundance
values in actual HII regions.

ra~io

given above are meant to bracket the

The last. ·:!olumn probably corresponds more closely to

actual conditions than the first.•
The cooling effect of the OII.I admixture is clearly seen.

As the ionizing

temperature T goes up, the kinetic temperature increas es , however the rise is
kept small because the OII.I loss increases sharply with increasing T -<

0

This

thermostat action of OIII is quite pronounced for the relevant oxygen abundance
and temperature ranges.
For many purposes it is

suffic ie~tly

accurate to put

the kinetic temperature

of an HII region equal to 10,000 C>
The kinetic temperature

in~an

HI region. As we have seen hydrogen is practically

un-ionized in an HI region, and the intensit y of radiation below the

Lyni~n

limit

0

a "'t"" 9ll A is vanishingly small.
become limited.

Only atoms with ionization potentials below lJ.6 e.v.

Of the more abundant

He, 0 and N are un-ionized.) while

element~

C, 1-:g, Si , and Fe are ionized and contribute most of the free electrons.
Let us consider the question of the kinetic temperature in an HI region. As in
t he HII regions, the average kinetic energy of an electron immediately after photo ionization will be given by the temperat ure T characterizing the ionizing radiation,
while the average kinetic energy immedi ately before capture is determined by the
kinetic temperature ~ • The energy loss during the life-time of the electrons
will determine the difference between T and T

~

as before. The number of electron

captures per second, per unit volume will be much less than before, because there are
practically no hydrogen ions available for collision.

The captures are by CII and
J
...,
metal ions, the total per unit vol'..lllle of which is probably 1010
ti.mes smaller
than the number of hydrogen atoms.

Captures of electrons by H atoms, through which H

formed occur but the capture cross sectior.s are the order of
those for the capture of electrons by hydrogen.

IO

1

times smaller than
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lJ
ions in

~he

On 1l ~ r/'a._r tard:; a.rc..lysis

:aII reg:ons .

~'t r.;

collisio11s causil"ff ex(i t.ati,,ns >f
HIT r<:>gions, alr.hoi...:g_1-

on

kinetic tPl!lperature is

and

Ye1~

C'm

mJC"h

ri!'".

renuc

nd 1-nF i

ar,d the 1.

-p 3/)..

It i;; now f .m: i t
state of

en

'D

t t.

t"1 -.-. with .. fie

rtt'.

1

ene~gies ~he

al ~ulation of the

. co8 e .. v.) are the most.. important. The

in~la<>+t ... ~"1

dust is of ilTlportance also, but is

in the

, "" "' ..

~

·~f

temperature of HI regions is founo to b:. of • be ordrr
1.oss :if energy due t:.o

a~

As a consequence thEJ

Ttis &hiftu to lower

4

(E.F ,=

ir.ot th= number of

of -:he s_rr.e order

r o l<Jnger prGs"'nt..

level .5 of the s!:.at'3s that .re L'llt cM ~1 t b:
excitation le>s::i.

oh-:i-•.;s

i "' . .,.

~

t00 deg. K.

1:- "' ... n H at ·mb and L'"lterstellar

n~L

of ro+ational levels of :!J. mole ... ules play.:;, a role as well.

strengths of the interstellar Balmer

the rr.eahanisms for ex<'itL"""Jg tbe sta.-r.es
regions.

1,:;._)~l•.,

"o

h~v~

already considered

:>t" neu.t.ral hydrogen in HII

l At us compute, as Cln ex:an:ple, the exc1t.~n. 1.C'r. of the state n=J
snbi:;~..:;.i nt e..TU1

electron capture and the

of hydrogen atoms and ior.E µe
number of hydrogen icr.3 and f
to l'!(H) .

linP.s . W6

erni~B~o~

tm:
;;-en

t

"Ii

_1

ol

ir cf·

H

r (H~,

e :s

electrc•n'l rer unit

Th(; r·utr'her of captures cf free

.~t...+:

"'

ct'.!

~h5

total number

in an HII region the

\~c-:urc·

is ver·y nearly equal

lc:trona into t.he st.ate n=J is ( cf . above)

_,

~.-3

Sec. ,
It is sufficier.tly a-.;curate to

. If

CJ(

't j

T.c,

captures becomes

LJ

I\

hydrogen atom irJ
undist ~ed

place.

•

·-

int~,..s:.i::lJar

X Io - '~ S e <.. - ' v- .
~

\ I

mak:ngl\almost r.c

+.l.J.n

'.ln ti€; ~~ .).1 e n=J v.1. 1 ,1!ways i •P..main practically

"1,.,.t. .. r::-:.,

The transit.ion probabi11i ics f r -+h

nun:be!' of trar.si t.ion to n=2 wit.h tl--r

.

'

t.

"H

t0 c.;H.he:r n=2 or rr.l will take

·r.

tw > r•rn'"'

i _,ior.

J.r.

:::~~s

He(

_,

bui.n:: rc:;arly equal , the

~llantun. is
~.

-3
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t-1 ~ quanta

t:ow consiaer ar:: experimental set-up by which the

from an

interstellar region of extent l' x l' (one sqt:are minute of arc) which are i ntercepted
by a telescope with an aperture of radius a
L~t

Cil'-1

are collected ar,d counted.

th€ distance of the interstellar region te s

and its extent the line of

">)

sieht d (s

distance S
The errittirig volume considere:: is th.:.n (sinc:e l'

and the fraction of the

e~iss~vn inte~cepted

°'t.f .,,

= l/J4J8

radian~)

by the telescope is

~a..

so that the number of H~ quc.nta recievl:;(l bJ the t~ld~copP i s
cc"""' .\
)...
_~ •
O\>.
N(H) • 5X10
~<?c,-' t"'r.v <::011\"-v<! '""' """"' c. 'i"'W\1..,,lc. ·"'

J

where a and d are rreasureci ; r. cir. .

I~

the :1. issin: l.=,r,et: is tr.ec..sure:d in parsecs,

, this becorr.P.s
~C.V-

The pro -...ct of the

&r.

i..:mion l er.c_ tl- i..I.

parct:s~

hydrogen a ton.::; ar<l ions per en: l .:..s callt:-.. the:.

•

<.. • •

number of ~ '-{uanta collected l:y the telescn::it:

t. S

~ 10

-)

a..

~

I'"
C' .

_ ,

M. <;<!c: .

ti,easurerents of the intensity

o~

the emission measure ' , M

, :. ~

~CH)

H

.!;qW=.J..

_zu:,•e.,

.:1..:ir.

I

decreased.)

, .:t-..

Hence the

I-/"

€:!"1i~sion

can be converted to

r r sc,.u..'lr::: 1rinute of en:.i ssion, and hence

l-

and then 1' (H) can t.e found. (! ote th.!::::.. Lnt-

E- "' I I 4l ' " , , )

of thE.: i:.wrber of

1tv-

can be evalu;.ted .

from the surf<"ce extent of the er i«;;i.c-n tc ( - t i1r.ate its dt.:-!H;

of

-

~'""-"'' C. e-v11S.SIO'-'

i 1.h ..11 ·r~~ture of radius a is

intard .lla r

the number of ..f.t quarta recievec' I . ~" (;en.~
(.\)()

1

:u.c

(''41.f\(AV<..

bjch·o~en

It is often possible
\ (.~)

..1

'

density is found as the. square root

ann that the ir qce ~ ·acy of the derived

r (E '1 is correspondingly
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In addition to the mechanism of direct capture into n=3 , other mechanisms
contribute to the n=J population, as we have seen.This can be taken into account,
but the corresponding change in the hydrogen density is not large, a reduction
by a factor which is less than 2.
As an example, let us consider, first, the center of the Orion nebula.
emission measure is found to be 1 x 10
is shcrp, arrl most of the inter.sity
path d .., 0.1 pc.

7

The

The intensity rnaximUlll at the center

~orresponds

to emission along an

em~ssion

This gives a hydrogen density r(d) = It>., atoms and ions per cm

E.l-~. = 1

A typical faint di.ffuse emission nebula has

D~

x

d "' lope, r(H)

Finally a typical faint extended H..c_ emission region has E1':=;500, d

N

N

30 cm-l

4oO pc. ,

l\(H) "' 1 cm-l •

The analysis of intPrstellar hydrogen emission indicates the eeneral presence
of ionized hydrogen in the spiral arms whenever hieh temperature stars producing
HII

reg~ons

are found. The occurence is generally limited to distances from the

galactic plane { 250 pc . Because of interst~llar extinction (see below) it is very
difficult to record hydrogen through Eal.IT!er emission when the distance is over
JOOO pc.

The extinction then reduces

the ~ intensit:r

below the threshold of detection.

Interstellar emission lines of elements other than hydrogen .

Forbidden lines . It

has been mentioned already that the emission regions show emission lines of OII,
OIII,

~TI

arxi SII.

We shall discuss briefly the derivation of densities for these

elements from the observed strengths of the

e~ission

lines.

We have seen that in an HII region the higher states of neutral hydrogen are
excited largely through electron capture.
less important because of the factor
12 e. v. for n=J,

e-

E-, l'(~

N

I0 -

c..

Excitation by electron collisions is

~ -'·f%l(T (with T

N

10,000 deg . and E.P.

) • For elements with low lying levels the

situation is different (cf, the discussion of kinetic temperature) .
the

=

For instance

2. D levels of OII will be excited by electron collisions more often

than through electron capture by OIII ions.

For the

• D level of OIII excitation
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from the ground state by electron collision dominates ever. more, because the
~on3

relative number of 0 IV

is low (the

ioniza~ion

potential of OIII is 55

e.v . ) .
The stationary states

01

OII and O!II just referred to are metastable. However

densities ir. interstellar space

a~e EO

low that eAcitation even of a metastable

state is practically al•J'lays followed by a trar.sitio.n down with a correspondint: line
e~ission.

The

~ross

the same order of

sections for collision excitation of metastable levels are of

~agr.iturle

as these fer ordinary levels.

'When the cress section for excitation h"J el ,ctron collision from the ground
state to the upper level of an interstellar emission is known as a function of the
electron velocity, and when the kinetic temperatu:ce -r-~ of the interstellar gas
is also known , then a quantity equal to the density of the ion in question tlllles
the length of the emission path
strength.

c~n

lie derived from the measured emission line

If an estimate of the emeiscicn path can be made, and the ionization

equilibrium determined, then U-e density of the given el•n.t:nt in interstellar
space is known.
Let us consider the case of 0 III emi ssior,.

l'he value

-r~

= l0 , 000

deg .

was sufficiently accurate for the discussion of the Baln.er line intensities, but for
_

2, ~

4
0 III this-is not the case, since excitation is proportional to .._

e . 1/1/~
/~'

In fact , referrine: to our previous discussion of the kinetic temperature problem,
we see that the kinetic temperature depends on the relative o:xygen abundance , and
that it is not possible to derive beth ,-~ ~rd the relative oxygen abundance from
the measure of one OIII emission lir.e.
In bright emission nebula like t..he Orion nebula, however , it is possible to
()

observe and measure a faint 0 III P.roissior. 11.ne at 4363 A

eSo~ 'n),..)

= 5.3 e . v . ) in addit ion to the two strong lines at 5007
I !)
discussed ( t D -"> 1 1'1.
ID~~ 'l P. E.P. fer
4
).
"/
I

E.P.

f or

and 4959 already
=2. 5 e . v • ) • The
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intensity ratios 4363/5007 and 4363/495~ depend upon known collision excitation
cross sections, and upon the kinetic temperature
oxygen density.

Ji\&l'<l'f\\~~··o~

The valu~ of

IK can

of the oxygen density.

f -

2Xl0 • './

but are independent of the

thus be found, ar..d subsequently used in the
For t he center of the Orion nebula

= lJ,000 deg. is the number which is derived .

then found to be

T.c ,

T "(

The abundance ratio N(O)/N( II) is

With this abundance ratio the correct temperature

T \( is predicted. (cf. the table given above) with the te;r. i:e rature T of the ionizing
radiatior. being of the order of

4o,ooo

deg .

The He I line 5876 :. is seen as a relatively weak emission line in the spectrum
of the Orion nebub..

It has been rec orded in two other emission nebulae, but is too

faint to be seen in the 8pectra of the f~int -~tended
The chief mechanism of the upper level of the 5876
capture by HeII ions.

1-4-. emission regions.

J.. ' HeI line is electron

The abundance ratio l (He)/~ (H) is found to be

For N the abundance relath E- to H i s found to be ,.._ l O -i.t
These relative abundances

pertain~ng

for

to interstellar space agree with the corresponding

values derived for stellar atwospheres within the uncertainty of the determination
(involving factors of about 2-J).
We shall presently consider the determir..ation of relative abundances from
interstellar absorption lines.
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